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Actions spark 
rights forum 
Students to voice police concerns 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
In response to student con- 
cerns over infringement of 
rights by city police, Undergrad- 
uate Student Government and 
the University Activities Orga- 
nization are planning a Student 
Rights Forum. 
The forum will be held Mon- 
day at 6 p.m. in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. It will be open 
to any student or member of the 
community, said Kelly McCoy, 
USG national, state and commu- 
nity affairs coordinator. 
"The focus will be on prob- 
lems that off-campus students 
feel that they are having with 
police," McCoy said. "But peo- 
Se can bring forward any issue 
which they would like city 
officials to respond." 
Since the beginning of the 
year, almost 100 inquiries about 
city police actions have been 
filed with Student Legal Serv- 
ices, said Marcy Wilks, SLS 
secretary. The complaints in- 
clude police actions in party, 
break-ups and open container 
violations. 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
USG and SLS met with Bowling 
Green Police Chief Galen Ash 
last Friday to present their con- 
cerns. 
"The meeting went well, but 
we want students to have a 
chance to present their griev- 
ances in person," McCoy said. 
Ash and Thomas Botava, lieu- 
tenant in charge of uniformed 
officers, have agreed to attend 
the forum. 
Invitations have also been ex- 
tended to other city officials 
such as Mayor Bruce Bellard, 
John Quinn, president of City 
Council, and William Bess, di- 
rector of public safety, McCoy 
said. 
"The forum will be run 
according to Robert's Rules of 
Order, with students being ac- 
knowledged by the chair,' Mc- 
Coy said. "We want to keep it 
from becoming a shouting 
match, because we realize that 
it's an emotional issue." 
McCoy said that she felt city 
officials were willing to listen to 
student complaints. 
"I feel that they are receptive 
and want to work out the prob- 
lem," McCoy said. "Our ulti- 
mate goal is to be able to air 
students' grievances to city offi- 
cials and to come up with a 
satisfactory solution to the prob- 
lems." 
Following the forum, USG will 
hold its first traveling meeting 
of the year. Open to all students, 
the meeting will be held Monday 
at 8 pjn. in the Off-Campus 
Commuter Center. 
Weird Science 
Amlem Goonetllleke, second year graduate student in chemistry, operates one of the latest tools of the chemistry 
department. Called a nuclear magnetic resonant superconducting spectrometer system, it is used to identify organic compounds 
and chart them on graphs. 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
Interest in animals helpful 
Officer's hobby now job Hostage dead Kidnappers firm with demands 
by Jim Nieman 
staff reporter 
Diane Johnson's hobby has 
become a full-time job, and her 
full-time job has helped to ex- 
pand her bobby. 
Johnson is the animal control 
officer of the Bowling Green 
Police Department Before she 
applied for the position six years 
ago, she had trained dogs with 
her husband for nine years and 
taught dog obedience for six 
years. 
Her husband is an officer with 
the city police, so she was aware 
that the animal control officer 
position was opening at the de- 
partment 
Since then, Johnson has taken 
several animals home that she 
comes across in her work. The 
list includes squirrels, raccoons, 
rabbits, birds and banded pi- 
geons. 
"It was a field that combined 
not only law enforcement, but 
animals, which was the field 
that I was most interested in," 
she said. 
Although she attended the Ani- 
mal Control Academy in Tusca- 
loosa, Ala., and took basic police 
training at Owens Technical Col- 
lege, Johnson said "on-the-job 
experience was the most help- 
SHE SAID animal control has 
changed a lot over the years. 
She said the image of a dog- 
catcher with a net who has no 
compassion for animals is mis- 
leading. 
"Animal control... is now a 
profession," Johnson said. f
'Most of the people who have 
gotten this far already have an 
iterest in animals." 
Johnson explained how her job 
is different from that of a dog 
catcher. 
"A dog warden can only en- 
force section 755 of the Ohio 
Revised Code," Johnson said. 
Section 755 says dog wardens 
may only catch dogs. 
"Animal control officers in 
most communities are also 
sworn police officers and (can 
catch) a variety of animals," 
she said. 
"I've never had to use one 
(tranquilixer gun) - I had it 
loaded in a couple of cases, but I 
approached it with a Ketchall 
pole and used it on it" 
A Ketch-all pole is a pole with 
a noose that can be tightened 
around an animal's neck. So far 
in her career, Johnson has used 
the Ketch-all only on her most 
rambunctious animals. 
The majority of the animals 
Johnson deals with are dogs, she 
said. "And almost all the dogs 
that I catch, I catch with a 
leash." 
HOWEVER,   THERE   is   a 
third way to catch animals that 
she uses a great deal - a box 
trap. A box trap is a small metal 
cage with food in it. When the 
animal takes the food the doors 
fall down and the animal is 
trapped. 
"We've had a little dachshund 
that's been hanging around in 
one particular area. It's really 
wary of strangers," Johnson ■aid. She said a woman had been 
leaving food for it for several 
days. The dog stayed in one area 
because the woman was feeding 
it This allowed Johnson to set 
up a box trap and catch it 
"Those are the types of ani- 
mals that it is great to pick up. If 
not for the lady putting food out 
for the dog, it's hard to say how 
it would have gotten food?' She 
added that the dog probably 
would have died because of the 
cooler weather. 
Johnson used the example of 
the day she captured the dachs- 
hund to illustrate a typical day. 
"I picked up a cat, picked up a 
raccoon, ana I picked up a do- 
mestic bunny rabbit," Johnson 
said. "My job involves dogs, 
cats and nuisance wildlife." 
"That's what makes the job so 
interesting - the variety/' she 
said. 
•MOST OF the wildlife we 
catch is released in the country, 
usually in the Portage River 
area," Johnson said. She added 
that state law requires a wild 
animal be released within 24 
hours of its capture. 
Johnson said that 80 percent of 
the dogs that she picks up are 
claimed by their owners at the 
city dog shelter. She said that 
Bowling Green has a very high 
percentage and says the na- 
tional average is about 30 per- 
cent 
She said only about 30 percent 
of the cats she picks up are 
claimed by their owners at the 
Wood County Humane Society. 
She said this figure is also above 
the national average. 
Johnson attributes the high 
averages of owners retrieving 
their animate to the commu- 
nity's knowledge of the way the 
animal control system works in 
Bowling Gr 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -Kid- 
nappers of four Soviet Embassy 
employees killed one hostage 
ana said yesterday the others 
will die unless Syrian backed 
militias halt an offensive 
against Moslem fundamental- 
ists in the northern port of Tri- 
poli. 
An anonymous telephone 
caller claimed a second captive 
had been killed, and another 
said Moslem extremists planned 
to blow up the embassy. 
The battle raged on for control 
of Tripoli, where more than 500 
people have been killed and 1,100 
wounded since Sept. 15. The 
militias supplied by Syria, Mos- 
cow's main ally in the Middle 
East, have the fundamentalists 
cornered with their backs to the 
sea and Syrian artillery has 
joined the battle. 
The body of cultural attache 
Arkady Katkov, 32, was found 
yesterday, shot once in the head 
at close range. It was sprawled 
on blood-stained rocks near the 
Cite Sportive, a stadium adja- 
cent to the Sabra Palestinian 
refugee camp, which was de- 
stroyed by shellf ire in Lebanon's 
decade-long civil war. 
An anonymous caller claiming 
to speak for the Islamic Liber- 
ation Organization gave the lo- 
cation of the body in a telephone 
call to a Western news agency. 
"WE HAVE carried out God's 
sentence against one of the hos- 
tages and we shall execute the 
others one after the other if the 
atheistic campaign against Is- 
lamic Tripoli does not stop," he 
said. The four Soviets were ab- 
ducted Monday in two separate 
incidents in west Beirut, the 
capital's Moslem sector. 
The Islamic Liberation Orga- 
nization, a Sunni Moslem funda- 
mentalist group, is allied with 
Tawheed, the islamic Unifica- 
tion movement, whose black- 
scarved warriors are fighting 
for their lives in Tripoli. 
Diana Johnson BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
"People hero know where to 
call when their pets turn up 
missing," aba sakf 
When an animal is picked up, 
if it is sick or injured, it la 
immediately taken to a veteri- 
narian, she said. 
If it is not claimed at the 
veterinarian's, when it is well, 
the animal is taken to the Hu- 
mane Society or dog shelter. 
Johnson said once there, the 
animal is required to be kept 
only three days. However, she 
said, the —i***** she brings in 
are usually kept much longer 
because el the probability of 
them being claimed. 
Johnson saM the animal con- 
trol officer Is a position that was 
created to hate animals. 
"We're not the ones responsi- 
ble for the pate being put to 
sleep. It's the Irresponsible pet 
owner," aba said. 
FBI searches for 
a former official 
WASHINGTON (AP) - FBI agents searched a former federal 
official's home and car in New Mexico for code pads, microdots 
and other spy paraphenalia under a warrant seeking evidence of 
a plot to deliver national defense information to a foreign 
government. 
The search, which occurred between last Friday and Tuesday, 
became known as evidence emerged yesterday that the official, 
Edward L. Howard, 33, who was assigned to the U.S. Embassy in 
Moscow as recently as 1913, flew to Texas more than a week ago 
leaving even his wife in the dark about his whereabouts. 
There were these other developments in the case of the missing 
official suspected of being a spy for the Soviet Union: 
• The Santa Fe. N.M., district attorney has obtained an arrest 
warrant for him because his flight violated bis five-year proba- 
tion on a 1964 gun-brandishing incident. 
• Colleagues who worked with him in the New Mexico state 
government said he traveled widely on state business to eco- 
nomic conferences in San Francisco, Boston, New Orleans. El 
Pan, Texas, and elsewhere. They also said his work led him into 
dose dealings with some workers at the Los Alamos National 
laboratory where top-secret weapons research is done. 
• In a Minneapolis suburb, Evar Cedarleaf, the father of 
Howard's wife, Mary, said he hasn't been heard from. "She 
hasn't heard from him. She has no idea where he is." Cederleaf 
said his daugther, who returned Tuesday to their Santa Fe home 
after s visit to Minnesota, was surprised and upset over her 
husband's disappearance. 
• And the CIA, the Justice Department, the State Department 
and the Senate Intelligence Committee all declined to discuss the 
—i. The Senate panel and the State Department said they were 
Editorial BG News/October 3,19MI 
Limit the habit 
Bowling Green would do well to follow the exam- 
ple of Cincinnati in passing an ordinance to 
prohibit smoking in many public places. 
Cincinnati's ordinance, passed Tuesday by the 
city's board of health, declares smoking a health 
hazard and restricts the act to designated areas in 
public places. 
The regulation applies to retail stores, restau- 
rants, banks, office buildings and offices, eleva- 
tors, restrooms, libraries, hospitals, health clinics, 
museums, auditoriums, gymnasiums, concert 
halls, arenas, swimming pools and public transpor- 
tation including taxicabs, buses, trains, ferries and 
limousines for nire. 
The ruling exempts public bars, bowling alleys 
and private parties in meeting facilities. 
Although we applaud the board's restrictions on 
so many public places in the ordinance, we partic- 
ularly support an anti-smoking ordinance for the 
workplace. 
Studies have indicated that smoke does not only 
affect the person holding the cigarette, it also 
endangers the health of others breathing the 
smoke-filled air. So in the workplace, where many 
spend 40 breathing hours each week, it is most 
important that the air be as clean as possible. 
^We are not, of course, challenging anyone's right 
to smoke. What we are disputing is the right to 
smoke in the presence of those who have chosen not 
to take it into their own lungs. 
Smoking can be especially annoying to those with 
allergies, resulting in sneezing, coughing and red, 
irritated eyes. 
It is apparent to any non-smoker that many 
smokers will nurse their habit in the presence of a 
non-smoker, regardless of the non-smoker's wish. 
Therefore, an ordinance is necessary to keep 
smoke in rooms set aside for the purpose. 
That way non-smokers could avoid the irritation 
and health hazards of tar and nicotine, making 
their decision to have smoke-free lives more feasi- 
ble. 
Society made Darwin a "god ft 
Marx deserves study 
by Frederic Krome  
As a graduate assistant, I am 
teaching the history of socialism 
and communism in the modern 
world. I did not choose the topic 
myself, however, even though I 
am not a socialist I enjoy teach- 
ing it Socialism arose in re- 
sponse to genuine needs and 
E" ms in society. Which 
me to Karl Marx and Bill 
n's column of the Septem- 
ber 26 BG News. 
One does not have to be a 
socialist or communist to study 
Marx. Some people believe that 
the current disorder and vio- 
lence in "marxist" states have 
as little to do with Marx as the 
fanaticism and cruelty of the 
Inquisition and Crusades had to 
do with Jesus. Mankind has al- 
ways taken ideas and changed 
them over time to suit them- 
selves. Jesus spoke of love and 
honor, Marx spoke of exploita- 
tion, what became of their ideas 
after they died is something 
entirely different. Melden is cor- 
rect when be says that Marx is 
one of the most influential think- 
ers in the modern world. His 
view of Marx seems to imply 
two things: first, that he has not 
read much of Marx's writing, 
and second, that he does not 
wish Marx to continue as one of 
the most influencial thinkers of 
the modern world. 
Let me address the first issue. 
Marx did not come from a long 
line of "second-rate rabbis and 
fifth-rate scholars". He came 
from a very distinguished line of 
Rabbis and scholars. Some of 
his ancestors were among the 
most famous of Jewish thinkers 
in western Europe. The term 
Rabbis, at the time, implied not 
only a religious leader, but also 
a student of the Talmud - the 
collection of Judaic law. Rabbis 
acted as judges in their commu- 
nities because they were ex- 
cluded from the mainstream 
Christian culture. Marx's father 
changed his religion for political 
reasons. Karl, although scornful 
of religion, was brought up in a 
tradition of systematic schol- 
arship and thought. His work, 
whether we agree with it or not, 
was the product of years of 
study and research in the British 
archives. 
Marx actually wrote a very 
adroit critique of 19th century 
economics. At that time western 
Europe was going through a 
massive industrial revolution. 
The result was great misery for 
the worker, as well as incresed 
production and profits. Social- 
ism arose in response to these 
conditions, and appealed to 
those who were, perhaps, better 
off than they were a hundred 
years before, but who had not 
yet enjoyed the fruits of this 
industrial revolution. 
There are many problems 
with Marx's theories of histori- 
cal development. I do not be- 
lieve that Marx was totally 
correct in his understanding of 
history. However, he was not 
totally incorrect. Whether Mel- 
den or I like it, Marx has had a 
great impact on modern civiliza- 
tion as has Darwin and Freud 
(the next two columns, Mr. Mel- 
den?). 
I should reiterate that I am not 
a communist. But I can see that 
there are problems with our 
world and we should be con- 
cerned about them. But to place 
blame for our problems on Marx 
because people use his philoso- 
phy for evil ends is misguided. 
One could make the argument 
that we should disregard the 
teachings of Moses, Jesus and 
Mohammed because people per- 
vert their work. I do not believe 
in disregarding any of them. No 
matter what one's religious or 
political beliefs, one should try 
to learn as much as be can about 
the world. That Includes study- 
ing Marx. 
Krome is a graduate assistant in 
history from Long Island, N.Y. 
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Editor's note: This is the second 
of three commentaries on in- fluential thinkers of the modem 
world. 
by Bill Melden 
The Los Angeles Times now 
informs us, breathlessly, that 
computer scientists in Houston 
have "stumbled accidentally" 
onto the largest prime number 
ever encountered. The Cray X - 
MP supercomputer, after an 
unprecedented three hours' 
worth of rumination, spat out 
the number two raised to the 
216.091st power minus one, 
which contains over 65,000 dig- 
its. Thank God, I say. My own 
calculations had only led me as 
far as the number two raised to 
the 216,090th, and the frustration 
was causing me many a sleep- 
At what point, one wonders, 
does the sheer zaniness of mod- 
ern science become apparent to 
the twentieth century man? Al- 
though the scientists who found 
the latest prime number admit 
that it will be of no practical use 
to anyone, the discovery was 
greeted with wonder and awe, 
rather than the horse-laugh it 
deserved. But then, the most 
cynical and iconoclastic report- 
ers on earth become trembling 
acolytes when they approach the 
altar of Science: sucn is life In 
what Jacques Ellul calls "the 
technological society." 
It has Deen a week since we 
cast an adoring eye on the first 
person of the modern Holy Trin- 
ity, the ineffable Marx. If our 
zeal has flagged since then we 
will certainly be renewed* and 
refreshed today, for today we 
move even closer to the contem- 
porary godhead. There may be 
some benighted souls in this vale 
of tears who resist the wisdom of 
Papa Marx, but who among us 
does not fall into fits of religious 
ecstasy at the thought of the 
second person of the trinity, the 
incomparable Charles Darwin? 
Darwin, who was hatched In 
England in the year 1809, was a 
man of manyparts. He studied 
medicine at Edinburgh, slicing 
and dicing many a corpse with 
the cheerful gusto of the born 
researcher; when he realized 
that the healing arts would one 
day bring him into rather inti- 
mate contact with live human 
beings, be shuddered and left 
the stethoscope (though not the 
scalpel) behind him. Not for 
Darwin the moans of a woman in 
labor, or the inarticulate agony 
of a cancer-ridden factory 
worker, or the whimpers of an 
injured child; no, these were 
meant for lesser men. Already 
he yearned for the fellowship of 
the root and the weed; already 
he beard the siren song of the 
Galapagos turtle. 
Stifling these noble instincts 
for a time, he went to Cam- 
bridge to study for the ministry 
of the Gospel. Alas, the teach- 
ings of Jesus Christ proved as 
repellent to him as the com- 
plaints of a menopausal society 
matron, and he fled the cloisters 
with wings on his feet and a 
curse on his lips. One way or 
another, be vowed, be would 
bring to ruin this vile religion 
and Its primitive explanations of 
the world he saw around him. 
Eventually, of course, he be- 
came a naturalist, and around 
the time the noble Andy Jackson 
was shambling into the White 
House, he set sail on the Beagle 
for faraway places: places 
where he would be largely un- 
troubled by human society or 
divine philosophy. After five 
years at sea, he felt that he had 
acquired an understanding of 
several million years of biologi- 
cal development, and be un 
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leashed his Origin of Species 
upon an unsuspecting world. 
In retrospect, his theory of 
evolution by natural selection 
(which was promptly and prop- 
erly dubbed ''Darwinism") 
seems inadequate and even pre- 
sumptuous, and has been crit- 
icized by biologists and 
geneticists ever since it was first 
published. Everyone knows that 
rundamentallst  Christians  de- 
SK the theory; indeed, that is 
that many people know about 
fundamentalist Christians. 
What is not so well known is the 
opposition to Darwinism which 
comes from thousands of emi- 
nent scientists, from Mendel In 
Darwin's own day to Richard 
Goldschmidt in our own. That, 
however, is beside the point: for 
Darwinism is no longer a scien- 
tific theory, but is rather a dog- 
matic and aggressive religion. 
No snake handler in the red hills 
of Georgia is as fanatical in his 
faith as the average Darwinian 
professor; no sputtering pastor 
in the Moral Majority is as intol- 
erant of the beliefs of others as 
the modern evolutionist. 
Darwinism, in fact, has be- 
come a sort of academic fas- 
cism, trampling all over free 
inquiry and academic freedom 
in its insistence on the purity 
and finality of the Darwinian 
revelation. There is room in the 
halls of Science for every type of 
crank and crackpot imaginable, 
but there is not so much as an 
inch for anyone who questions 
Darwinism. There are serious, 
even compelling arguments to 
be made against the Darwinian 
twaddle, but few students are 
allowed to hear them. Darwin's 
flyblown theses have become 
the Holy Writ of a profession 
that does not believe in holy 
writ. 
Darwin, one supposes, would 
love it. He was an oaf and a 
coxcomb whose only original 
insights were rife with inade- 
quacies and contradictions, but 
in today's mad world, be has 
achieved godbood. The turtles 
would be proud. 
Melden, a free-lance writer 
from Chattanooga, Tenn., is a 
columnist for the News. 
Records don't need ratings 
Rock 'iY Roll ratings labels would ban the good with the bad 
by Mark R. McDermott 
I feel moved to reply to the 
column by Bruce Edwards 
about all those terrible rock 
music lyrics and knee-jerk liber- 
als who want to prevent true 
Americans from keeping this 
kind of garbage away from our 
poor dumb kiddies. 
This is a strange argument 
coming from someone who iden- 
tifies himself as an assistant 
professor of English. Doesn't he 
realize that many of the people 
who are leading the fight against 
"Porno Rock" are also the same 
ones who got the "pornographic 
lines" excised from current high 
school editions of "Romeo and 
Juliet"? Who want to make cer- 
tain our schools have no diction- 
aries with "those words" so our 
kids will never find out about 
them? Who are leading the fight 
to keep our schools free of such 
"perverse works" as "Catcher 
in the Rye", anything by Judy 
Blume, or "19647' (nice to know 
they agree with the Russians on 
some things, eh?)? Maybe by 
banning more books, Edwards 
will have fewer to worry about. 
Of course I realize there is 
much wrong with rock music. 
Edwards did not indicate his 
own musical preferences, 
whether it was Frank "One 
More for the Road" Sinatra, 
Elvis "Devil in Disguise" Pres- 
ley, or Country "Beer Drinkin' 
Truck Drivin' Cbeatin' Man" 
music in general, but we'll have 
to assume his musical tastes are 
Clarification 
A story which appeared in the 
Sept 27 BG News incorrectly 
stated that the Lesbian and Gay 
Alliance met in Prout Hall as 
part of Sexual Awareness Week 
last week. 
Actually, there was a panel dis- 
cussion on sexual preference 
with two LAGA volunteers and 
an audience of about 40 people. 
all free from nasty drugs, sex, or 
occult references. Then again, I 
don't much like Twisted Sister 
either, but anyone can see from 
their album covers that this is 
not Sunday School material. 
Adding a rating label would only 
tell the kids what they already 
know. Certainly Prince has done 
some raunchy material, but he's 
also done bits like "Ronnie Talk 
to Russia Before It's Too Late." 
I wonder if those good Republi- 
can senators' wives are also 
concerned about our kids hear- 
ing pernicious political material 
as well. 
Most will argue that Rock 'n' 
Roll is not so much art as it is 
commerce, that your ability to 
express yourself really depends 
on bow well your last record 
sold. But there are many musi- 
cians who are highly considered 
by society, and who have made 
reference to sex or drugs on 
occasion: people like Paul Si- 
mon, Bruce Springsteen, even 
Kenny Rogers. These are the 
people who will be faced with the 
choice of either rewriting their 
work. usually the products of 
months of sweat and toil, or 
having their next album slapped 
with a "D/A" or "R" sticker 
and dumped in the "porno" bin 
along with W.A.S.P. or Black 
Sabbath. And since many of 
these self-appointed watchdogs 
would then try to make sure all 
these proscribed records are not 
carried by their neighborhood 
shopping center, we will, in ef- 
fect, be banning the bad with the 
good. 
Now, being banned in places 
BLOOM COUNTY 
can do wonders for sales of. 
heavy metal records (look what 
it did for "Lady Chatterly's 
Lover". Who reads it nowadays 
when you can get it at Walden- 
books?), it willprobably not do 
any favors for Conway Twitty or 
Elton John. 
One of the best arguments 
against record ratings was 
given by none other than Donny 
Osmond on ABC's "NightuW' 
program recently. He said he 
was concerned that under a rat- 
ing system, he would be re- 
quired to do his records with an 
eye toward avoiding a "safe" or 
"G" rating if he wants it to sell 
at all. That program also fea- 
tured Frank Zappa, whom Ed- 
wards labels a "semi- 
musician." This is a man who 
has practiced his particular 
"semi-musicianship" for over 20 
years, and whose compositions 
have been recorded by a number 
of others; but then what do Jean- 
Luc Ponty, Pierre Boulez, and 
the London Symphony Orches- 
tra know about music? 
While I can't think that record 
stores would be obliged to clear 
out half their stock when it is 
suddenly declared smutty, I do 
recall that K-Mart banned Steve 
Martin's first album because he 
used "that word". He also won a 
Grammy for that year. 
I must also question Edwards' 
logic when he says "Snare me 
your tales of bow Swedish erot- 
ica has reduced sex crimes in 
Scandinavia (their suicide rate 
is the highest in the world)." 
First, he is already putting the 
music under discussion in the 
same category as visual pornog- 
raphy, and then he is suggesting 
that erotica is what's Dehind 
Sweden's high suicide rate. 
Where's the proof? For all we 
know, it could be those depres- 
sing Bergman movies. 
Maybe instead of rating and 
banning pop music, which would 
only continue its 30-year tradi- 
tion as music the kids love be- 
cause the grownups hate It, 
maybe we should consider just 
why songs by morons in studded 
leather and white greasepaint 
say something to youth that oth- 
ers cannot. If you can figure that 
out, I know several record com- 
Cy executives who'd like to 
d you a few million dollars. 
Finally, we'll have to face up 
to the fact in order to stay effec- 
tive, the First Amendment will 
have to be applied indiscrimina- 
tely. If we set up a committee to 
decide on the suitability of Mot- 
ley (Vehicular Manslaughter) 
Crue, they may next decide 
whether •'imagine" or "God" 
by John Lennon or "I Wish I Had 
a Rocket Launcher" by Bruce 
Cockburn should be allowed on 
the airwaves. Since I have al- 
ready heard at least one conser- 
vative call Bruce Springsteen a 
traitor for writing ''Born in the 
USA " I'm quite afraid that it 
can indeed happen here. 
Remember, they burn books 
as well as records. 
McDermott is a graduate assis- 
tant in the Department of Popu- 
lar Culture. 
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Coordinator awarded 
by Teresa Tarantino 
staff reporter 
Charlotte Starnes 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
Her office is barely large 
enough to house a desk, chair 
and file cabinet. The room is 
made even smaller by the 
large piles of flyers and pam- 
phlets growing up from her 
desk and the cardboard boxes 
carpeting the floor. 
Sprouting from these piles 
ana making their way up the 
walls are posters issuing 
warnings on the hazards of 
not locking your bike and the 
unsafe practice of walking 
alone after dark. 
Sgt. Charlotte Starnes is the 
coordinator of the Universi- 
ty's crime prevention 
gram, a program she I 
create two years ago.' 
I accepted mis appointment I 
started from scratch," she 
said. 
She received a special 
merit award in September at 
the 23rd Annual training con- 
ference of the International 
Association of Women Police 
held in Anchorage, Alaska. 
The award was given for 
her dedication of prevention 
of criminal acts and the effort 
to put forward community 
relations at the University 
during the past 16 years. 
Since its inception the pro- 
gram has grown to include an 
escort service, a block-watch 
program, operation identifi- 
cation and the fingerprinting 
of children of University em- 
ployees. 
Getting the program off the 
ground has meant many ex- 
tra hours for Starnes, includ- 
ing taking work home at 
night. 
''Its a job that keeps you 
very busy. Every night I have 
something to take home and 
work on, but the people you 
meet and have the opportu- 
nity to work with are great," 
she said. 
She laughs as she points to 
a canvas bag full of folders 
and papers, ''see that bag? It 
goes home with me almost 
every night." 
Recalling the time she had 
to fold 5,000 fliers to distribute 
to off-campus students, "Now 
that was a lot of work," she 
said, then laughed. 
But the hard work hasn't 
dampened the police sear- 
gent's spirit. 
She prides herself on being 
the first black woman to com- 
Blete the training program at 
le Ohio State Police Acade- 
my's Basic Police School. She 
gave up a promising music 
career - including training at' 
the Julliard School of Music - 
to help people. 
Starnes said she gets the 
most enjoyment out of her job 
when she sees the expressions 
on the faces of students when 
she can help them. 
"To see the look on the face 
of a student who left a ring in 
a restroom ... and come to 
the station with really no hope 
that we have it (and we do) 
.. .you ought to see that look! 
It seems to say, 'Oh God, 
there are some honest people 
around,' " she says. 
The main goal of Starnes 
job is to lower the crime rate 
at the University, a goal she 
takes seriously. The results of 
her work are evident in the 
monthly crime reports put 
out by the department. Com- 
parisons of previous crime 
rates show crime at the Uni- 
versity has fallen in the past 
two years. 
Enthusiasm is the one trait 
necessary to keep people in- 
terested in preventing crime, 
she said, a trait Starnes tries 
to transfer to the people she 
works with on a daily basis. 
"Once we get people en- 
thused in the program they 
work to get others enthused 
and crimes start to fall," she 
says. 
Getting as many people as 
possible involved in crime 
prevention and watching the 
crime rate fall at the Univer- 
sity are Starnes' long-term 
objectives. But in the short 
term she has a single goal 
that's evident to everyone 
who steps into her office. 
"There is one thing I must 
accomplish - to clean my 
desk," she said. 
City Loan ; 
to close 
BG branch 
City Loan and Savings, one 
of the largest bank networks'' 
in the state, will dose its 
Bowling Green branch at 116: 
S. Main St. on Oct. 25. accord- 
ing to the bank president. The 
closing involves 20 offices, 
seven of which are local 
branches. 
"The closing is part of an 
overall strategy to economi- 
cally and effectively serve 
our customers," said City 
Loan and Savings bank presi- 
dent Kenneth Bergerson in a 
prepared statement. "The 
closings will come in many of 
the bank's smaller markets. 
Many of the personnel will be 
merged into larger 
branches." 
According to Bergerson, 
the savings and loan corpora- 
tion, owned by Commercial 
Credit Co., will continue oper- 
ating from its remaining 90 
offices which serve 300,000 
customers. 
Bergerson said customers 
are being notified of the clos- 
ing by mail. 
We continually evaluate 
all branch locations, closing 
and opening branches on a 
regular basis," he said. "We 
feel the present consolidation 
will strengthen our organiza- 
tion which will enable us to 
continue to provide quality 
financial products and serv- 
ices." 
*e ^^ 
Hotel Hairstyling 
October Fest Specials 
Zoto's Perms - 20% OFF 
Reg. 32.00      Now just 
$25.°* including cut & style 
Haircuts for guys & gals, by 
experienced stylists, $5.°°, 8.00,10.00 
Walk-In or call 352-4810 
107 S. Main St. 
* 
REGGAE SOLIDARITY PARTY 
# with cS^ 
CRUCIAL DBC band J^ 
Sat., Oct. 5        9:00 p.m. 
Northeast Commons 
   ^ 
Sponsored by Minority Student Activities 
and Coalition of Progressive Organizations 
J'HEAR? 
VIDEO SPECTRUM'S j 
MOVING! 
That's Right!!! 
on October 7 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
will open at 
112 E. Washington 
(ACTON fraa Ae Pott Office) 
•Plenty of FREE Parking 
•3.500 IN STORE Titles 
•Locally Owned & 
Operated 
•Cheap Rental 
Any Questions Call 
352-4171 
i 14" 2 ITEM PIZZA $5.00 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
J.T.'S  PIZZA 
C ARR Y OUT 
352-5475   405 Thurstln / 
CONCRA TULA TIONS: 
JIM SHAFFER 
& 
KRISTY CLEMENTS 
ON YOUR PHI PSI-GAMMA PHI 
LAVALIERING 
—Your Phi Psi Brothers 
(L-L-L-lavalier?) 
TCffMPUS TTUW^l 
* 
* 
* 
♦ MOBY DICK 
Thur». Oct. 3 
8:00 p.m. 
Glth Theater 
Free 
i 
* 
.POLICE 
ACADEMY 
Frl./Sat. Oct. 4 It 5 
8:00,10:00 
210 MSC 
$1.50 
w/ BGSU I.D. 
W&* 
Fri./Sat. Oct. 4 * 5 
Midnight 
210 MSC 
$1.50 
w/BGI.D.. 
Cash & Carry 
Oct. 2nd thru Oct. 5th 
Long Stem 
Red Roses 
Mixed 
Bouquets 
All Colors 
Carnations 
nm ** 
Get Your Homecoming Mum 
Order in early. Group Orders $2.00 each—includes ribbon, 
backing, colors of your choice. Individual Orders $2.50 each. 
Quality Mums. 
Sweetest Day is Oct. 19'\ Place out of Bowling Green orders 
anytime now. Deadline for guarantee delivery of what you 
wish is Oct. 17 «\ 
$3.50 
DOZ. 
price Hors (Toeuvres, Appetizers 
&Pizzes 
Monday-Thursday 
9:00p.m.-ll:00p.m. 
Myles Flowers! 
"Aspen Welcomes 19 year olds 
with the largest selection of Domestic 
& Imported Beers in Town." 
CASUAL DRESS ACCEPTABLE 
+mm 
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Improvements proposed 
■ J by Nancy Bostwick 
-; ftaff reporter 
If the new items on the Univer- 
ity's list of needeti capital im- 
provements   are   approved, 
.ground will be broken for two 
: new University buildings within 
: the next 10 years. 
;!    Every two years all state uni- 
:- versities update their list of re- 
quested funding from the Ohio 
; Board of Regents for capital ■ Improvements. The University's ■ updated proposal for capital im- 
provements made to the Board 
' of Regents last June included 
Eests for a $8.5 million eom- 
r building and a $12.4 mil- 
biotechnology    building, 
according to Robert McGeein, 
:■ director of Capital Planning. 
The Board of Regents is re- 
' viewing the requests of the uni- 
. versities this month and will 
:| determine   by   mid-November 
\W6P~Fl 
Any anall 10" pizza 
or larja tub 
which projects will be recom- 
mended for funding, McGeein 
said. 
THE BOARD of Regents pre- 
sents preliminary recommenda- 
tions to the University prior to 
formal announcement of a deci- 
sion, he said. If needed, the 
University will further outline 
its plan to the Board of Regents. ■'we will be in touch with the 
Regents to insure the needs of 
Bowling   Green   capital   im- 
erovement   are   understood," 
IcGeein said. 
Once the Regents decide 
which capital improvements 
should be funded they will make 
recommendations to Gov. Rich- 
ard Celeste, who will in turn 
make a statewide capital plan to 
be presented to the Ohio Legis- 
lature. The Legislature has the 
final say in what buildings are 
funded. The process takes a 
minimum of one year. 
But construction won't begin 
immediately after funding is 
approved. 
"Under the best of circum- 
stances it takes five years to 
build a building. Normally it 
takes 10 years from the time the 
department identifies the need 
to when people move in," Mc- 
Geein said. 
The University would receive 
the funds for major projects 
approved by the Board of Re- 
gents by late summer or fall of 
1966 and work would probably 
begin in the fall of 1988, he said. 
Other items on the list of new 
construction on campus include 
a home economics building, fine 
arts addition and technology ad- 
dition. 
Shatzel Hall, Hayes Hall, 
Eppler South and South Hall 
were among 11 buildings in need 
of funding for building rennova- 
tion and rehabilitation. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
| VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.    | 
The Getaway 
October Special 
Cider and Doughnut 55$ 
i 998 S. Main 
eat in or carry out 
with coupon 
Expires 10/11    352-4162 
B.G.S.U. /HI CLUB 
First Impression eye wears 
Presentation 8:00 
Thursdays 
070  Overman 
Trip to ASPEN Jan 4 -12 
ski ya there! 
NOW 
ONLY 
4995 
OUR STURDY READY TO 
ASSEMBLE BOOKCASES 
ARE 72 x 30 x 12. CHOOSE 
FROM OAK, TEAK, WHITE, 
OR WALNUT FINISH. 
CASES ALSO AVAILABLE IN 
16" DEPTH. SET-UP AND 
DELIVERY AT NOMINAL 
CHARGE. 
SPECIAL NOW THRU OCT. 12 
FURNITURE 
991 S. Main —352-8147 
open: Mon.-Wod.-Fri. 10-8:30 
Tu.s.-Thurs.-Sat. 10-5 
CJSQ pledges to support 
lobbying for concerns 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
For the first time, Under- 
graduate Student Govern- 
ment will be sending a full 
delegation to a meeting of the 
Ohio Student Association. 
The meeting will be held 
this Saturday and Sunday at 
Cleveland State University. A 
full delegation for the Univer- 
sity is six people. 
OSA represents students at- 
tending any state-funded in- 
stitution of higher education, 
and Bowling Green is one of 
12 member schools. 
"Basically OSA advocates 
student rights on state cam- 
puses." said Todd Baker, co- 
president of OSA and a stu- 
dent at Kent State University. 
"We want to see student 
views considered when deci- 
sions are being made that 
affect them." 
USG has long been a mem- 
ber of the student lobbying 
organization, but in recent 
years has been lax in its in- 
volvement,  said  Mike  Mc- 
Greevey, USG president. 
This year, McGreevey has 
pledged USG support of OSA. 
"In the past, students have 
been unaware of what has 
been going on with OSA," 
McGreevey said. "We want 
them to get more Involved 
and take a stand on issues at 
hand." 
BAKER SAID he is pleased 
with the renewed support 
from USG. 
"Last year the Bowling 
Green student government 
was not as involved in OSA as 
it should have been," Baker 
said. "It is important that 
students have input so that 
Bowling Green views are 
taken into account." 
"Through such programs 
as Action-Reaction, we will 
find out what issues our con- 
stituents feel they need fur- 
ther representation on," 
McGreevey said. 
OSA has been involved with 
such   issues   as   lobbying 
against cuts in student aid 
and getting student represen- 
tation on university boards of 
trustees. 
"Ohio is a low-tax state and 
state funding of higher educa- 
tion is a perenriialproblem," 
Baker said. "Because of this 
we have been extremely in- 
volved in lobbying against 
such things as Reagan's cuts 
in federal aid to students." 
But OSA is a non-partisan 
organization, Baker said. 
There has been support of 
education in both parties, and 
we have no desire to affiliate 
because we could alienate 
people who wanted to support 
us. Baker said. "We are 
working on behalf of the stu- 
dents, regardless of political 
party lines." 
USG has put in a bid for the 
November OSA meeting to be 
held at the University. 
"I think it would be a good 
opportunity for us to show 
strong Bowling Green partici- 
pation with OSA," McGree- 
vey said. 
£&te^Jfa^/Mta~ 
Party problems? 
... or other student rights problems? 
Galen Ash, Chief of Police, and other city officials 
will discuss student rights and answer questions at 
The Student Rights Forum 
Monday, Oct. 7, 6:00 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom 
sponsored by 
BROADEN 
YOUR HORIZONS 
with Co-Opportunities 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
Environment PH, BIO., Physics.Math, 
Geog., Pol. Sri., Russian.Chinese, Energy, 
CPR, Editors, Pol. Research, History, 
Counseling, bit Dec, Gerontology, Labor 
Law, Nautilus, Hospital Aide, Graphic 
Design, Fash. Merch., Food. Prod. Dev.,R- 
T.V.-F, Statistics, Alcoholism Counseling, 
TediTheat. 
GRADUATE 
Marketing Research, Pol. Sd., Int. AFF., 
Psy., Geog., Chinese, Russian, Arabic, 
Physics, Chem., Math, Marketing. 
Apply at the Coop Office 
222 Adm. Bid. 
372-2451 
Co-op Positions 
Still Available For 
Graduate and Arts & Science 
Students! 
Reporter on patrol in BG 
Life of police seen differently from front seat 
by Jim Nleninn 
slaH reporter 
I arranged to ride in a Bowling 
Green police patrol car between 
8 and 11 p.m. Friday and, though 
it wasn't as exciting as I ex- 
pected, it was very interesting. 
I reported to the police station 
at 7:50 p.m. dressed in my dark 
blue, partly sun-tinted-purple 
windbreaker. I was trying to 
look inconspicuous, but now in- 
conspicuous can one look in a 
police car? 
The dispatcher told me to take 
a seat and that the person I was 
scheduled to ride with, Patrol- 
man Linda McCool, would ar- 
rive in a few minutes. Soon, a 
man in blue walked through the 
door and informed me I would 
be riding with him instead of 
McCool that evening. His name 
was Patrolman Steve Karpu- 
leon. Obviously he had drawn 
straws with McCool and lost. 
Before leaving the station, I 
signed a waiver form that ab- 
solved the city of Bowling Green 
from any responsibility if I 
should die - or get car sick - and 
we were off. 
ON THE WAY out of the sta- 
tion, Karpuleon informed me 
that a prisoner who was being 
processed for stealing a car had 
escaped from the police depart- 
ment only 23 minutes before I 
bad arrived. Trying to find the 
escapee, Ernest Hously, would 
be our first order of business. 
We got in the police car -1 was 
riding shotgun - and I told Kar- 
puleon how uncomfortable I felt 
because I had never ridden in 
the /roof of a police car. His 
laughter helped to break the ice 
and we beaded south on Main 
Street. 
Karpuleon gave me a descrip- 
tion of Hously. 
"He was wearing a red and 
black flannel shirt, so if you see 
him, be sure and tell me," he 
said. 
"Roger." 
We drove down the road, head- 
ing toward Route 6. When Kar- 
puleon looked left, I looked 
right; and when he looked right, 
I looked left. We had the situa- 
tion well in hand. 
I asked Karpuleon if police 
undergo special training to in- 
crease their powers of obser- 
vation. He gave an example of 
one of the training procedures. 
"IN THE MIDDLE of class a 
man came in with a gun and 
started shooting up the instruc- 
tor. Then we all had to write a 
description of the gunman," he 
said. 
"I guess you went through 
quite a few instructors," I said. 
We went east on Route 6, got 
off on 1-75. and checked the rest 
stop for the south-bound lanes. 
Hously wasn't there, so we got 
back on the expressway, made a 
U-turn through the median for 
emergency vehicles only-some- 
thing I had always wanted to do 
- and checked the rest stop for 
the north-bound lanes. 
No luck. We drove back to 
Bowling Green, got off at the 
exit and patrolled the inner city. 
We drove through the center 
of town and watched people who 
were jumping in and out of the 
street suddenly become passive 
and angelic as they caught a 
glimpse of our police car. 
As I suspected, Karpuleon 
said people act differently when 
he is in his police car than when 
he is in his own car. 
Case in point - motorists. 
KARPULEON SAID be can 
always tell when people know he 
is behind them in a police car. 
He said they always drive five 
miles below the speed limit and 
Dateline   Thursday, Oct. 3 
"Charley's Aunt" opens the 
BGSU Theater season at 8 p.m. 
in the Main Auditorium of Uni- 
versity Hall. Tickets are $4 for 
adults and $2 for students and 
senior citizens. Tickets can be 
reserved by calling 372-2719. The 
play will be staged at 8 p.m. 
nightly Oct. 3-6 and Oct. 10-12. 
Film Series - The Lenhart 
Classic Film Series presents 
"Moby Dick" at 8 p.m. in the 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. 
Admission is free. 
Dateline, a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be turned in typed and 
double-spaced one week prior to 
the event. 
Sigma Nu White Roses 
LI'L SIS RUSH 
Thursday. October 3, 7:30-9:00 
EXOTIC DRINK NIGHT (non-alcoholic) 
Tuesday, October 8, 5:30-7:30 
COOKOUT (invitation onlyl 
Conklin 
s Harshman 
Wooster St. 
SamB's 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE!! 
12953 KRAMER RD. 
- BG. - 
BG * LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
make complete stops at stop 
signs. But sometimes their ner- 
vousness unduly affects them. 
"They'll get so nervous they'll 
blow a stop sign or something. If 
they would just relax they 
wouldn't make those mistakes," 
he said. 
On the whole, however, be 
said he sees two to three times 
as many automobile violations 
in his personal car than in his 
police car. 
I commented, "If you don't 
bust anybody else while I'm 
riding with you, bust somebody 
for traveling too close to another 
car - that's my pet peeve." 
Karpuleon laughed. He said 
that one night he was driving 
home from work and somebody 
was tailgating him. 
"So I went up to a stop sign 
and I was still in uniform," Be 
said. "I got out of the car and 
walked back towards him. He 
didn't tailgate me anymore." 
About this time we were pa- 
trolling the city parking lots 
behind stores on the west side of 
Main Street, still keeping an eye 
out for Hously. Instead, we saw 
a college-age woman Jumping 
up and down in the back of a 
pick-up. When she saw us, she 
calmly got out of the truck and 
got into a car that was next to 
the truck and prepared to drive 
away. 
"MISS ... Miss," Karpuleon 
said to the woman. She got out of 
her car and walked over to our 
car and Karpuleon gave her a 
short lecture on why she 
shouldn't mess around with 
other people's property. 
She heartily agreed with his 
reasoning, and also said that the 
truck was owned by a friend of 
hers. He said, "OK, have a nice 
night." Then, as we were pulling 
away, he said, "I think she was a 
little embarrassed." 
"There are a lot of people who 
do a minor violation and you talk 
to them for a minute ana I often 
think it's better than giving 
them a ticket because you don't 
think they'll do it again," he 
said. 
After this incident, we beaded 
north on Main Street, past Krog- 
er's, and answered a call of a 
suspicious vehicle behind Ralph 
Thayer Chevrolet. It ended up 
that the car belonged to some- 
one who works at the dealership, 
but an hour later someone re- 
Birted over the radio that 
ously had been picked up -you 
guessed it - at Ralph Thayer 
Chevrolet. 
The vehicle had nothing to do 
with Hously, but it was an inter- 
esting coincidence. 
Karpuleon said of the officer 
from whom Hously had es- 
caped: "I probably won't let 
him forget it - a lot of people 
won't let him forget it." 
We stopped and got some cof- 
fee. 
"YOU GET to meet a lot of 
interesting people (as a police 
officer), and every once in 
awhile you get to meet some- 
body who appreciates what we 
do and that makes the job well 
worthwhile," he said. 
After the short break, we pa- 
trolled Bowling Green for about 
another hour, then picked up the 
next officer that would go on 
duty. By the time we drove back 
to the police station, it was 11 
p.m. and time for us to go our 
separate ways. 
The typical routine of a police 
officer isn't as exciting as it may 
seem, but the potential for dan- 
ger is there. It was an interest- 
ing experience and I'm glad I 
didn't get killed - or throw up. 
+OK>*0*0*0*< 
Please   , 
support the 
AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY' 
*&+&+&**9*&*&*&*&*l9*i5>*t?*&*&lte*&*l9*C»+CH<*t&+&*&+&+Oy 
ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA 
we deliver 
$5.95 
with coupon 352-3551 
DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
lecture presented 
JOHN MOLLOY 
author of 
"Dress for Success" 
and 
"Live for Success" 
Wednesday, October 9 
8:00 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Free Admission 
sponsored by 
THE UNIVERSITY ACnVITIES ORGANIZATION 
in conjunction with 
University Placement Services, University Bookstore 
and Women in Communication 
w, 
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
'    'BEER & WINE 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•RECORDS and CASSETTES 
902 E.WOOSTER - Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951 
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS 
OPEN MON. THRU THURS 9 to 9       FRI. & SAT. 9 10       SUNDAY 10 to 6 
ST ATI COUPON I 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK: 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 
BORN IN THE USA 
$4.49 
LP OR CASSETTE 
OMIT   I       EXPIRES   10   10 (I , 
STATE COUPON 
TYLENOL X-STRENGTH 
30 TABS $2«3 
LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 10-10 
TATE COUPONl 
NYQUIL  6oz CO   99 
NIGHT TIME COLD MEDICINE      *r ~ • 
LIMIT  1   ..  EXPIRES  10-10 85 
STATE COUPON 
[VISINE 
EYE DROPS Vk oz. $1. 
LIMIT 1 .- EXPIRES 10-10(5 
[STATE COUPONl 
VITAMIN 
500 mg 
TOO TABS 
ASPIRIN 
100 TABS 
LIMIT  1   EACH       EXPIRES  10  TO 85 
STATE COUPON 
49* 
LIMIT 1 -- EXPIRES 10 10-H 
DEXATRIM 
20 CT EX-STR. CAFF-FREE 
20 CT EX-STR. 
16 CT - PLUS VITAMINS LIMIT l .. EXPIRES 10 10-85 
STATE COUPON 
FINAL NET 
HAIR SPRAY 
POP 
•COKE    »TAB 
• DIET COKE RSPRITE 
• CHERRY COKE 
$1. 
LIMIT 1 -• EXPIRES 10 10 RJ 
)Nl 
40 
LIMIT 1      EXPIRES 10  10 85 
STATE COUPON KRAFT 
MACARONI & CHEESE   <' 1    00l 
7V4 0X. 
3for«r 
LIMIT 4 - EXPIRES 10 10 f si 
LYSOL 
DISINFECTANT SPRAY $1. 
6 oz. LIMIT 1  .. EXPIRES 10-10-85 
STATE COUPON 
DORITOS 
714 oz. BAG $1. 
LIMIT 2 - EXPIRES 10 10-43 
1ST ATE COUPONl 
SUAVE $ 1    29 
SHAMPOO & CONO. 16 OZ. * 
ASSORTED FLAVORS    LIMIT 1  EACH      EXPIRES 10 10 85 
STATE COUPON 
IVORY 
BATH SOAP $1. 
LIMIT ■ .- EXPIRES 10 10 RJ 
TATE COUPON I 
COSMETIC PUFFS 
260 COUNT 2 to $1. 
LIMIT 4       EXPIRES   10  10 85 
STATE COUPON 
I SCOPE        12 oz. 
MOUTH WASH $1. 
LIMIT 1 - IXP1R1S 10-10-43 I 
CREST 
TARTAR CONTROL ^ ^* 
TOOTHPASTE 4.6 oz. 
LIMIT  1       EXPIRES 10  10 85 
STATE COUPON 
VASELINE 
INTENSIVE CARE $1. 
LIMIT 1 _ UCHtn 1Q.I8-44 
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Bankruptcy common 
Farm crisis could have far-reaching effects 
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP) - 
Widespread bankruptcies 
among American fanners could 
hurt the nation's economy by 
throwing others out of work in 
related businesses, an agricultu- 
ral economist says. 
Federally subsidized over- 
production on farms has badly 
deflated market prices for 
crops, said Donald Chafin, agri- 
cultural economist. 
"As I see it, consumers have a 
choice of either paying slightly 
more for their food or paying 
more taxes to support the farm 
sector. No one can afford a 
bankrupt American farm sys- 
tem," Chafin said. "The fact is 
that governmentally encour- 
aged and subsidized farm over- 
production has driven farm 
Gees below Depression levels, 
w prices are bankrupting too 
many farmers and their agri- 
business support firms." 
Widespread financial collapse 
among farmers could cost the jobs of workers in related food 
distribution and sales busi- 
nesses, Chafin said. 
"If farming in this country 
should hit rock bottom, all of 
these workers would suffer," 
ytffi 
it>*ototo*o*o*o*ctc-te'tcte-toto* 
FW. * SAT. 
ONLY 
(2.00 MIPNITE SHOW 
BBttfiT""" 
THORSOAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID IDS 
ONLY (2.00 
IT'S DEFINITELY CRAZY 
PETERi 
7:30 & 9:30 [it'll 
TERO'TOOLE 
7:30 & 9:30 •       ®j 
%£!-■ 353-1** WED. STUDENTS ONLY $2.00 
Cra,ens
^, HAVtEYESir 
ALL NEW I 
at 7:30 A 
9:15 
Now, choose the eye color 
that's just right for you. 
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft 
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb. 
Whan you wont to change your natural «y« color. liven up 
your eyes with NaturolTinl toft contact lent*)*. Available 
In cryital blu». aqua, jad* and tabla. they'll h«lp you look 
your best while Improving your vldon. Of court*. the only 
way to find out how good you'll look it to try on a pair 
of NaturalTInt Itnm for yourself. Call ut today for on 
appointment. 
Contact Specials—————— 
B & L Natural Tint Contacts *75.M 
B & L Extended Wear Contacts *59.00 
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts ..... '89.00 
Hydron Dally Wear Soft Lenses *39.SI 
Professional Fees 4 Sterilization Extra 
Eys Examined by Dr. S. Shift 
Burlington Optical Inc. 
141* E. Weester, Sleisi Men, lewfctf Green 3512533 
IMS S. Reynold! Re.. Toledo M2-2020 
J1U Sytvenla Ave.. Toledo 472-1113 
Chafin said. 
"And I'm not just talking about 
blue-collar workers. A bankrupt 
American agriculture would 
send economic shock waves 
even into the nation's highest 
corporate board rooms." 
CHAFIN SAID the American 
public needs to know more about 
the cause of agriculture's money 
problems and how it could affect 
consumers. 
"Consumers have to be edu- 
cated to the fact that they 
less than 15 percent of 
income for food. And farmers 
generally get only about 28 cents 
from each food dollar. The rest 
goes for processing, packaging 
and retailing," he said. 
The $8 million response to the 
recent Farm Aid concert in 
Champaign, 111., illustrates the 
humanitarian response of Amer- 
icans to farmers' troubles, but is 
only a small dent in the growing 
national farm debt, Chafin said. 
The money would be better 
spent educating the American 
public about what could happen 
if the scattered farm failures of 
today become widespread, he 
said. 
Actor dies 
of AIDS 
at home 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Rock 
Hudson, whose brawny good 
looks made him one of Holly- 
wood's most popular leading 
men before he was stricken with 
AIDS, died yesterday at his Bev- 
erly Hills home at the age of 59. 
His illness had focused new 
worldwide attention on the in- 
curable disease. He died at 9 
a.m., said his publicist, Dale 
Olson. 
Hudson, who starred in 82 
films before turning to television 
with such successful series as 
"McMillan and Wife," ended his 
acting career with a 10-episode 
guest stint on the prime-time 
soap opera "Dynasty." 
He discovered he had ac- 
quired immune deficiency syn- 
drome in mid-1984 and entered 
the American Hospital in Paris 
July 21. He stayed Just over a 
week before spending $250,000 
on a chartered Air France 747 to 
return to Los Angeles. Officials 
in Paris said Hudson's health 
was too poor to make him a good 
candidate for experimental the- 
rapy. 
item pizza for $4.95 
with a beverage purchase 
Inside only     expires 10/7 
I 
I 
MY SECRET TO SUCCESS. 
KINKO'S. 
Fort, quality copies at a great price. Open early. Open 
late. Open weekends. 
kinko'S 
Great cootes. Great people. 
Hours: 
325 E. WoOSter                   Mon. . Thun. 7.30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Frl. 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Sot. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
 Sun. 12:00 ■ 8:00 p.m. 
354-3977 
Cold King Kegs, 24 Returnables, 
Sunday 
Wine Sales 
We Have Long Neck Returnables, 
Coolers(Bartles and James, 
Seagrams, California, White 
Mountain, two liter Sun and 
Calvin Rasberry) 
State Minimum on All Beer, Wine, and Coolers 
To Save Money - Watch Your Prices!! 
7V4 oz. •1.09 Frito Doritos 
2 Liter Pepsi & Diet Pepsi $1.09 
Candy Bars reg. »&■ 30* 
Nichols Pastries «. 45* 
COLD BEER, 24 RETURNABLES, WINE, 
POST-OFF 6 PK. BUD NR', 
LOWENBRAU NR' 
MYLES' 
RACKETEER'S 
.> XIMI K in 
Mil  I) O. BUILDING 
Your Party Headquarters } 
News Briefs 
Reagan to lunch cafeteria-style 
CINCINNATI (AP) - President Reagan may lunch on standard 
cafeteria fare when he visits Cincinnati today. 
The chief executive, visiting Cincinnati in a one-stop trip to 
promote his tax reform proposal, plans to address workers at the 
Procter k Gamble plant after he goes through the cafeteria lunch 
line. 
He is then to travel by motorcade across the city to a downtown 
hotel to address a luncheon of the Cincinnati Business Committee 
and the Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce's Cincinnati 
Institute for Small Business Enterprise. 
The Secret Service and Cincinnati police have been working 
together on security preparations for Reagan's visit. 
French, Soviets discuss arms reduction 
PARIS (AP) - President Francois Mitterrand and Mikhail 
Gorbachev discussed the possibilities of "a serious, real reduc- 
tion" in armaments yesterday, six weeks before the U.S.-Soviet 
summit. 
Mitterrand's spokesman said the president and the Soviet 
leader also touched on the Reagan administration's Star Wars 
research program for a space-based defense system in their first 
private meeting. 
Gorbachev is in France for four days, on his first visit to the 
West since taking over as Kremlin leader in March. 
Smoking ban proposed at (I of N 
COLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP) - Cigarette smoking would be 
banned from most public rooms in the University of Maryland's 
140 buildings under a proposal passed by the Campus Senate. 
A ban on pipe and cigar smoking was defeated in an amend- 
ment to the proposal adopted Monday by the 160-member body. 
Currently, smoking is allowed in most areas except classrooms 
and some parts of the libraries. 
Public shouldn't be guinea pigs, official says 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Republican congressman, sayine the 
general population should not be "guinea pigs" in the study of 
AIDS, is seeking support for proposals that include banning 
young victims from school and shutting down public bath houses. 
Rep. William Dannemeyer, R-Calif., has already picked up the 
backing of several colleagues for measures he says will protect 
Americans from the deadly disease. 
Despite unanswered questions about AIDS, Dannemeyer told 
House colleagues in a letter circulated last week that the political 
and medical communities have avoided taking reasonable pre- 
cautions "out of fear of discriminating against the unfortunate 
victims of this disease." 
CHECK OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
>*****^ 
Barney's 
Video 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
Collect 9 stars and get FREf movie!    #«••• 
COMING SOON 
BEVERLY HILLS COP «. GHOSTBUSTERS 
Can't find a parking placa at your favorite 
video storo? Barney's hat plonty of froo, 
convenient parking) 
RENTAL RATES 
Sam* Day ....•** 
Ovwrnlflht »l.ef 
WMkand *S.4t 
•I* tor OM Y*«r MoahanMp 
•••SPICUUS*** 
Sun.-Ovamlght M* 
TuM.-OvemhjM tier 1 
Ttwn.toMon 3.4» 
Sot. to Men 2.M 
Now receive $5.00 off 
membership with this ad 
«1 II. Mala St., i.C. SS4  1401 
IMon.-Sot. 10-*: Son. IIS 
SKEK 
TONIGHT! 
College I.D. Night 
No cover w/college I.D. 
FRIDAY 
ROCK NIGHT 
w/ the best music and videos around 
SATURDAY 
WRQN Mini Skirt Contest 
$100 cash prize for the best mini 
PARTY WITH BUTTONS 
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Jackson gets mark 
SOUTH BEND, bid., - Mark 
Jackson has finally done It. 
The Falcons' senior co-cap- 
tain broke Neil Ridswav's ca- 
reer goal record of 37 when he 
scored at 25:45 against Notre 
Dame yesterday off an assist 
from junior midfielder Nan Chul 
Shin. The goal enabled the Fal- 
cons to tie the Irish 1-1. 
Jackson has scored 91 points 
in his career and trails Ridg- 
way's mark of 107 career points. 
The forward has scored 10 
goals and two assists for 22 
points this season. He is averag- 
ing a goal a game for the Fal- 
cons and has scored 42 percent 
of BG's points this year despite 
drawing two and three defend- 
ers each game. 
As a freshman, Jackson 
scored eight goals and increased 
that total to 10 in each of the next 
two seasons. As a prep star at 
Dayton Christian High School, 
he scored 109 goals and added 72 
assists. 
Falcons tie Notre Dame 1-1 
Mark Jackson 
SOUTH BEND. Ind., - For the 
second game in a row, Bowling 
Green's soccer team came away 
with a tie. 
The Falcons and Notre Dame 
battled to a 1-1 tie yesterday 
BG and the University of Akron 
played to a scoreless tie last 
Saturday. 
At the 25:45 mark, Falcon 
senior forward Mark Jackson 
took a pass from junior mid- 
fielder Nan Chul Shin and put 
the ball past Irish goalkeeper 
HughBreslin. 
With the goal, Jackson be- 
came BG's career goal leader 
with 38 goals. He broke Neil 
Ridgway's mark of 37. It was 
Jackson's 10th goal of the sea- 
son. Ridgway is currently play- 
ing for the Kalamazoo 
Kangaroos of the American In- 
door Soccer League. 
The Falcons weren't able to 
hold on to their slim 1-0 lead as 
ND tied the game at 73:41 when 
Tommy Gerlacher scored off an 
assist from Joe Sternberg. 
FRESHMAN JEFF Vincent 
started in goal for BG and had 11 
saves. His record is now 1-3-2. In 
his last three games, Vincent 
has only allowed one goal. 
The Falcons were outshot by 
the ND, 19-12. Breslin made nine 
saves for the Irish. 
ND was whistled for 27 penal- 
ties, while BG committed 19. 
The Falcons are now 2-5-3 and 
the Irish are 2-8-1. BG will host 
national powerhouse Indiana 
next Wednesday at Mickey 
Cochrane Field at 3:30 pm. 
The Getaway 
50«off 1 dozen 
Doughnuts with coupon 
Expires Oct. 11 
998 S. Main 352-4162 
We deliver  7Maiii to 9"  weekdays,  V* lo   10" 
Saturday, No delivery Sun. 
Meadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Coll now of 352-1195 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at 8* and High St. 
Hours: Mon.Fr!. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
■expires 10-7-8511 
Haircut 
Hours 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
Is closed on Mondays 
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00 
Sat. - 9:30 • 4:00 
Reg. $10 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center 
Lois       Leah      Suzie 352-2566 
•ACTORS-SINGERS 
Auditions: a new play: 
(from the Rivers of our Fathers) 
Written and Directed by 
Oct. 7, 8, & 9 Dr. John Scott 
405 Univ. Hall 
7-9 p.m. Performance dates: Feb. 12-15 
* SPECIAL NEED FOR MINORITIES 
>*&*o+o*&+o****>>to>f>n2*otato*o*o*o*&tatc<*e'*o*o*i>f»toto*t>KanB*o*»*o+ o*o+o*o*< 
Weekend Special 
Skyr Turtlenecks 
100% cotton- in a rainbow of 
colors- S.M.L.XL. 
20% off 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
PROUDLY PRESENTS IT'S 
FALL '85 PLEDGES 
JAMES CHRIST 
PAUL (BILL) CHRISTIAN 
TIM WALTZ 
SEAN MINES 
MICHAEL MOYER 
MARK MERZ 
GARY PHILLIPS 
BILL PETERS 
BILL ZISS 
DAVID STEINER 
BRGCE DAWSON 
RANDY BETTS 
ERIC STACY 
LARRY ST. CLAIR 
DAVID GRDA 
PAUL (BRIAN) GILLESPIE 
LEE KOHLER 
X I Oke PoutJe, Puff 
525 &Jfe St. 
»t^*ototette>tet*o*otototo*o* upt&tototo+o** 
EDUCATORS: TERRY (FRED) REYNOLDS... 
MATT (FUDGIE) MORBITT... 
ROB (STONEWALL) 
LEDERMAN 
University Theatre 
presents 
CHARLEY'S AUNT 
October 3-5,10-12 
Main Auditoruim 
University Sail 
SBSU, 8:00 p.m. 
O 
call 372-2713 or\ 
3720X2 tor 
reservations 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES AN 
ORGANIZATIONAL-INFORMATIONAL! 
MEETING 
Monday, Oct. 7      6:30 p.m. 
Mileti Alumni Center 
DAVIS' 
DC RANCH 
'IX IANCH 
Rt.25 '/» mile South of 1-475 
Perrysburg, Ohio 
Featuring: 
Dr. Michael Marsden 
on BGSU's History 
Come join us for food, fun and more! 
NOW FEATURING 
COUNTRY JAMBOREE 
country sandwiches, dancing, and saloon with the 
Catus River Band 
EVERY THURSDAY STARTING OCTOBER 3 at 6 p.m. 
DAILY SMORGASBORD 
11 a.m. - 2p.m. 
Mon. thru Friday 
"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT" 
3." 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
11 a.m. • 3 p.m. 
12 hot entrees S Salad Bar 
4." 
HALL RENTALS AND CATERING SERVICE 
for: 
- Fraternity and Sorority Date Parties *»  „ _ 
-Banquets            .                                   • Call For 
- Weddings Reservations 
• Some Fall Dates Still Open 
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Sideline 
by Tom SkernMlz 
sports reporter 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
THE DOWNTOWN BAR FOR DOWN HONE PEOPLE 
MON:     SPORTS NIGHT/DOGS & SUDS 
TUES:    BEER/SHOTS 
WED:     COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
THURS: LONG NECK SPECIAL 
FRI:        FAT NIGHT 
SAT:       PITCHER NIGHT 
SPECIALS EVERY NIGHT 
OPEN EVERYDAY AT 3:001 
SUNDAYS AT 8:00 j 
You've just finished another 
day of classes at the University. 
Ah, but today was not one of 
£our better days. You overslept, 
lew off every class except 
philosophy, and in that class, 
found out you flunked your first 
exam. 
But wait. It's mail call and 
you've just received a letter 
from your parents saying how 
proud they are of their child. 
Gratification is shown by the $20 
included with the note. 
Righteous bucks, you wonder? 
Today, one has to wonder how 
Cleveland Indians manager Pat 
Corrales feels. 
Corrales is having one of those 
days - only multiplied by 162. 
His team was 43 games behind 
the first place Toronto Blue Jays 
with a 58-100 record entering last 
night's game against the Seattle 
Mariners. 
Most managers hitting the 
century mark in losses would be 
lucky to gain the respect of a 
bunch of 6-year olds in a T-ball 
league. But we're not talking 
about an ordinary team, were 
talking about the Cleveland 
Indians. 
THE TRIBE management, 
led by President Peter Bavasi, 
signed Corrales to a "perpetual 
contract" including a pay 
increase. This is not a lifetime 
contract, but a "perpetual 
contract." 
Perpetual is defined by 
Webster's New World 
or for a long time." No one 
knows about the word forever 
more than an Indians fan. It has 
been at least that long since the 
Tribe has been involved in a 
pennant race. 
The people of Cleveland 
wonder bow much longer they 
have to wait 
The Tribe skipper is not going 
to promise a pennant in five 
years as Sparky Anderson did 
with the Detroit Tigers, for 
Corrales is not an Anderson or 
Billy Martin. But the move will 
help the future of the dismal 
The Indians, going through 
another rebuilding stage, 
desperately need stability to 
bring them from the gallows of 
the American League East. 
With a new front office hired 
before the 1985 season, the 
manager was the next position 
to be secured. 
Corrales, hired in the middle 
of the 1963 season, has compiled 
a 162-219 record during his 
tenure. A .425 winning 
percentage in one year is never 
going to turn beads, let alone a 
sub .500 percentage after two 
and a half seasons. 
BUT CORRALES cannot be 
blamed for the mistakes of the 
previous front offices. Gabe 
Paul and Phil Seghi left the 
tepee in 1984 after diminishing 
the Indians talent to that of a 
minor league team. 
Power and pitching, the 
essential elements of any 
contender, have been non- 
existent during Corrales' span. 
This year the Tribe has hit rock 
bottom with league lows of 110 
home runs and a 4.94 ERA. 
The annual excuse of injuries 
is present, but any manager 
would be left helpless if his two 
See Sideline on page 9 
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MILTON'S 
BOWLING GREEN'S PARTY PLACE 
NITES OF THE WEEK M*. 
^*?£S i**"* •»• 
Seasons & Styles 
123 S. Main 
near Four Corner* 
354-3000 
HOURS: 10-» MONDAY-FRIDAY: 
10^ SATURDAY: 12-6 SUNDAY 
SUNDAY - 
MONDAY - 
TUESDAY - 
WEDNESDAY - 
Milton's 
on  main 
TOUGH TALK JAZZ 
MICK PAYNE & 
MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL 
CHEAP-N-EASY 
DART NITE 
BERNICE UND ZE RIPPERS 
LADIES NITE 
THIS WEEKEND FEATURES 
THE SONS 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY - 
NO COVER 
HAPPY HOUR HAPPETIZERS 
SATURDAY -      "GREEK NITE PARTY" 
SUPPORT YOUR FRATERNITY OR SORORITY 
GET IN FREE WHEN WEARING YOUR 
GREEK LETTERS 
STOP IN SOON 
AND EXPERIENCE 
OUR NEW MENU 
vrimis 4 f Mails 
Adidas Sweatsuit 
reg.44.95 HOW 34.95 
Fashion Sweats 
Soloctod Colon and Stylos 
Including Russell Crews 
reg. 16.95 HOW 10.95 
Russell Sweat Pants 
reg. 10.95 now 8.95 
All Nylon Running Shorts 
and Tops 
20% OFF 
Clearance Sal* 
All Football Cleats 
20% OFF 
Snap Warm-Up Pants 
reg. 34.95 now 19.95 
Corduroy Casual Pants 
reg. 30.00 now 16.95 
All In Stock Racquetball 
Racquets & Equipment Bags 
20% OFF 
Nylon Pullover Windbreakers 
14.95 
Nylon Zip Front/Hood 
24.95 
Nylon Running Suits 
29.95 
Fashion Long Sleeve Hooded 
T-Shirts and Surf Shirts 
20% OFF 
FALCON HOUSE A 
Tour Alhbflc Shot I Sporttmor Hooufcjuort ors In t'.G."    wj 
OPEN: . iW 
Mon.-Frl. 10-9 
Sat. 10-5 
In. 12-5 
140 E. WOOSTER 
352-3610 
QUQDQNQE 
Your Choice of Any 
Mexican Combo 
or Grand Burrito + 
a Margarita for 
$ 4.96 
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QB leaves Miami 
Sideline 
from page 8 
long ball hitters and premier 
relief pitcher missed all or most 
of the season. 
Even with a healthy team 
Corrales has proven the Indians 
can win. After last season's All- 
Star break the Clevelanders 
elayed over .500 ball, 
leveland's bad luck 
notwithstanding, the Indians 
will have Andre Thornton, Mel 
Hall and Ernie Camacho back 
for the entire 1986 year. 
The Tribe, even though 42 
games under .500, have not 
given up entering the final 
weeks of the season. Cleveland 
has scored six or more runs 
several times in the last month 
against playoff contenders, 
nonetheless. 
Credit must be given to the 
manager to keep the players 
spirits up and prevent a mutiny. 
Many teams have dissented 
************A****** *********** Wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww* * ********* 
OXFORD (AP) - Al Mar- 
low, starting quarterback for 
the University of Miami 
(Ohio), has left the team for 
personal reasons, the univer- 
sity's sports information of- 
fice announced yesterday. 
Marlow, a 6-foot-4, 207- 
pound senior and two-year 
letterman from Pickerington, 
Ohio, had started all of Mi- 
ami's three games this sea- 
son. The Redskins are 1-2 
overall and 1-1 in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
He has completed 27 of 52 
passes for 278 yards and one 
touchdown and thrown four 
interceptions. 
HIS REPLACEMENT will 
be 6-1, ] 95-pound junior Jerry 
Morris of El Cajon, Calif., a 
transfer from Grossmont 
(Calif.) Junior College, where 
he threw 31 touchdown passes 
last season. 
Coach Tim Rose had de- 
cided after Saturday's 45-10 
loss to Oklahoma State to 
replace Marlow with Morris 
at quarterback in an effort to 
try and revive the struggling 
Redskin offense. 
Marlow completed 14 of 26 
passes for 133 yards and one 
touchdown against BG in the 
Falcons 28-24 come-from-be- 
hind win over Miami 
Sept.21. 
on 
over better records than 
Indians. 
MOST IMPORTANTLY, the 
players agree with Bavasi's new 
deal with their skipper. After 
hearing news of the signing, the 
Tribe players gave Corrales a 
standing ovation. 
The Bavasi staff also sees the 
effect Cleveland's other coaches 
have had with their respective 
teams. Cavs' coach George Karl 
and Browns' coach Marty 
Schottenheimer, both in their 
second seasons, look as though 
they have their teams going in 
the right direction. 
The city of Cleveland could get 
a '"perpetual" boost if Corrales 
gets the Tribe on the warpath. 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center 
143W.Wooster 353-3281 
OWN 
Moods,. !i»vtoy 1 0O« 00 
WtdnMday-Ff <loy 100-1 00 
SowAjrtona) N€$JS 
PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00 
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon 
Includes shampoo 
I   Expires    10/10/85 & blow dry   J 
L...........————... J 
JGHT TONIGHT! 
*******wwwwwwww**********************************i 
Iftta ICabu'sSuiEebH 
COLLEGE 
NIGHT 
Open Thurs. evening 
6:00-9:00 
SPECIAL SALE PRICES 
ALL DAY THURS. 
PFisicrers-GIadieiDc 
163 S. Main St. 
352-2595 
Open Mon. - Sat. 
11 a.m. - 1 a.m 
Coupon 
Downtown 
I I I 
75* 
Expires 11/28/85 
Discount on 
French Fried 
Onion Rings 
Loupon 
Downtown 
Discount on 
50* Friec' lce Cream 
Served with Hot 
Expires 11/28/85 Fudge or Strawberry 
COLLEGE NIGHT- THURSDAY 6 TO 9 
TWt'« right, this 
IIG on selected 
, October 3, from 4:00 to 9:00, yew 
iLi ■iieLinil IlLlaagtaaam**   ilinil mrvvfnovi yovr URMMI fiorvi 
SAVE 
Juniors  
All ragulaf ark. 
Junior Sweaters 
Rag.ta0tott2.Slia.S-M.l 
All ragvlor »rk. 
Junior Denim Jeans 
Rag. t2S to t42 Sli« S to IS 
Aon Stevens 
Sweater/Skirt Sets 
Rag. taiottO. SlmStoO 
Junior 
Coordinates 
«»g  *2tlo**»  Sli.. 5lol3 
25% 
25% 
25% 
25% 
Misses  
GI0.I0 VanaVWH • lit Clo*orn. 
Cords, Denims, Twills 
ft Flannel Shirts 
MI.M. 
Denim Jeans 
Rag.t2ftot40 
Ml.... ragular prka 
Sweaters 
Rag.llStottO 
Ml.... KnH 
Turtleneck Shirts 
Rag.112 
Accessories  
Knee Hit 
Anklet Socks 
Rag t3 SOiotR. Ona«li.«tratch. 
Straw 
25% 
25% 
25% 
25% 
Kenya hags 
Rag |H.. 
Nov.lryFlaat.Unad 
Sllppwn 
■ ag .114 to 117 
25% 
25% 
25% 
Accessories 
All Mitten, Hat t 
Scarf Knit Sets 
Rag.tttotlS 
Lingerie  
Hipster ft ■rlef Panties 
IUg. SI to t4. Sli.. S to • 
KnH. Flannal. FtoK. 
Dorm Shirts 
lag. $10 to t23 Mia. S-M• I 
Men's  
25% 
25% 
25% 
Denim Jeans 
lag. 14.tttotS4. UinX»d 
Man'. Fall 
Sweaters 
Rag. Ill to 170. si... S-M-lXl 
Man'. 
Winter Outerwear 
Rag. l3*»lot275   SI,.,3tlo44 
Man'. Cawol • 
Dress Slacks 
Rag. 1 ».t» to t«0. Sii.i M to 44 
Children's  
H#oftnt9x 
25% 
25% 
25% 
25% 
T~TT 
AH ilin. Man) - 14. Rag. 14 
to S23 (axdudlng Valua Flu.) 
All dm. Mam- u 
Girls' Dresses 
Rag. t!2tot44 
RagubvFTka 
Soys' Pants 
Rag. tIS to tSS. tlim 4-14 
Out*' 
LeeJeens 
tlia. 4 to 14. Rag. t<* to tat 
25% 
25% 
25% 
25% 
Shoe Department Specials ... 
NATURALIZES 
RoMfl — .ooa.ll .toe. haal Draw She In navy 
t alack. Rag. tat. 29.99 
Cabana — Hat gray wavan laathar thaa. Rag. t47. 29.99 
MICHEAUX 
Oaan Taa Puma In gray, tovpa. Mack t navy. Rag. 25.00. is.tf 
Mid-Haal Puma In touaa. black t navy. Rag. S30 21.99 
Flot Tla Oxfords In n«vy t -in.Hag   S3* 22.99 
flat Tla Wavaa Moccaaln m carnal Rag. 1*4 24.99 
At Glemby's Salon ... 
Haircut     6oo-9oo 
Special ,hl* Thursday *5 
Additional Saving* Thlt Thurtdoy Night I 
JwbwIMMWttk Sataetae-fraapat 
Denim Jocketo     $9T        J«w",r 
How 
ym 
live 
may 
save 
your 
life 
You may find ic surpris- 
ing thai up to 60% of all 
cancers can be prevented. 
By avoiding excessive ex- 
posure to sunlight, by not 
smoking cigarettes, by not 
overeating and by follow- 
ing a diet high in fiber and 
low in fat. 
The battle isn't over but 
we are winning. 
Please support the 
American Cancer Societ y. 
/' 
Classifieds BG NewB/October 3,198510 
October 3. 1885 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION ORAD. STUOCNTSrTACUITY 
OSS and TWGA Presents: 
JAZZ CAFE 
Feoturtng: Jn* Wren Playere 
Friday, Ocl   4. 8 p.m. 10 1 t m 
At the Ice Arena Lounge 
Beverages and muncraea provided 
$2 Oorajbon arjoapted al ma door 
Criminal Justice Organiretion meeting 
Monday. October 7 al 8 00 p m. In 102 Hanna 
Everyone It welcome 
C-84 ueera group now terming (or 2nd graal 
yaa» Over 1000 programa avaasOte Only $5 
tor merrxoertfsp First maatlng Ocl 3, A113 
Hayaaal 7 30 
Irasreeted In Leadership, campua. community 
service and fun? Jo* Orcla K Intormeeonel 
meeting Ocl 3. Tall Room at 8 00 p m. 
 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS  
ASSOCIATION 
Third Formal Maatlng Tuaaday, October I. 
7:30 pm. Assembly Room. 212 McFai Center 
Quest Speaker Or James Chid. Chairman ol 
the Board. Hancor inc "Multinational Buel- 
neee Ethics: Selected Cases". IB.A mem- 
bers Lest chance to pay your dues (S20/yeor) 
1 receive your I B A 10 card' Join the laataet- 
growlng dub on campus 
"The World'! Business Is Our ruelneae" 
tntemetlonel Coffee hours In the New Lounge — 
411 South Hal - sponsored by WSA and 
MASA 2:00-4:30 P M Thursday. 3 October 
1985 Free cortee and refreshments — open to 
everyone. 
I to My.. Terra Heute - ISU 
Leave Friday around 4   (Need help with ex 
ptnen) Cal 352 8531. ask tor Jane  
ReDf NEEDED TO IhTteatlBOH OR VACtNtTY 
WEEKEND OF OCT 4-« or I can leave Thura 
10-3 Wll help with gee money * driving Cal 
Amy el 362-2283.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS TYPING 
$1 00 per pegs, double-spaced 
On campus pick-up 4:00 pm 889-2679 
ALL YOUR TYPNQ NEEDS 
PROMPT AND PROFESSIONAL 
 CALL CLARA 362-4017  
RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS 
proeaaaionofy written tor al fields 
Vary reeeoneble 362-3744 
OMEK WEEK II HERE I 
OREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
 QREEK WEEK It HEUII  
Alpha lies, »T'e, Delia Sigma Time's. 
The KD'a era PSYCHED tor Greek Review 
UnlgMI Greek Week haa been greet so lerll 
exJRF'SUPII  
Alpha XI and Ma Pledfea - ThoSkj Ep 
Pledgee ere psyched lor Greek Week Can you 
aey the same? Lets show out Greek eptrrllll 
ATENCION CMCM.0 HUPANrCO 
VEN Y VCR EL FILM "CARMEN'' A LAS 7:10 
p.m., EL 3 OCTUHlE A 107 MAMMA HALL 
Cud - I dan'l bow - wM we I 
aaansTT Tow onst 
Roeeearered 
Molt* are blue. 
Heppy IBti. 
Cause we love youl I 
SueandDeniee 
Dee Gee Seniors  Have a great Greek Week' 
We love youl Love, your DO eleters  
Dehe, 01 peiehed Delta tor a tun warm-up 
■«h the Alpha CN'sl 
Leet,AX0  
■List 
THE EKOTEMENT » HrOH 
AMONG THE ALPHA CM'I 
AND THE as»t*sT$ REALLY FILT 
CAUSE WE'RE WITH THE OELTSI 
GET EXCITED FOR GREEK REVIEWI 
LOVE, THE AU»HA CHI'S 
Don'l forget to vote tor 
» Friday 
vser levortto Greek 
Union OM, Thursday 
DON'T TAKE A SEISTA - AND MISS 
ALPHA Pm-ESTA DATE PARTY 
 OCTOBER 18th  
DOUG 
YOU'RE GONNA WEAR YOUR "SUNG- 
LASSES AT NrOHT" WITH YOUR "CARIB- 
BEAN QUEEN." WE'LL TAKE THE "UTTLE 
RED CORVETTE" TO "SURF CITY" AND 
PARTY UKE ITS "19B9I'" FRIDAY'S PAPER 
HAS YOUR I si CLUE THE GAMMA PHI DATE 
EUROPEAN MEW WAVE PARTY from the 
GERMAN CLUB Friday, Oct 4 horn 8:00 ■ 
12 00 p m at SI Thomss More $1 00 edrrUe- 
Hon.  
LAGA 
The Leebien and Gay Alkance (LAGA) wa meet 
tonight m the RekgWua Education room ol Saint 
Thomea Moore at 8.30 pm Meetings ere open 
to the public Bong a Mend 
NOTICE' EVERYONE is nvtted to attend the 
Environmental Interest Group meeting, Thura . 
Oct 3. 7 pm In 121 Hayes Hal GET 
INVOLVED 
KAPPA SK3S 
KAPPA SMS 
KAPPA SKIS 
FALL 
FALL 
FALL 
SILVER WINGS 
RUSH/INFORMATION NIGHTS 
Al Welcome to Attend 
Wed 1 Thura Oct 2 » 3. 7 p m 
Memorial Hal. Room 259 
COME FLY WITH US 
The International Relettoni Organization will 
hold a meeting Thursday, October 9 al 7:30 
p.m. In room 106 BA A guest speaker will 
give a rxltl presentation on Student expert- 
encei in today'a modem Jepen. ALL ARE 
WELCOME TO ATTEND So come Iota IRO 
end have a foreign attain  
GAMMA PHIS 
GAMMA PHIS 
GAMMA PHIS 
LOST AND FOUND 
PHI BETA SKM 
PM BETA SKIS 
PHI SETA SKIS 
Lost: Lev! red tag reen jeckel at Brathaus Friday 
night  S25 reward No questions asked 
Cal 372-3451  
Found Ring. Founders parking lot 
Cal 354-8227 to Identity 
Found History book In 102 Henne on Tuesday 
9/24 Pteese cal 363-0911  
Lost Bo* ol 15 computer discs In Men's 
restroom. Union LARGE REWARD Contact 
»ck at 362-8918  
ARE READY TO 
PALL 
INTO 
WEEKI 
RIDES 
I need a ride to and from Miami University Oct 
4-8 CH Joe al 372-3278 Wl help with pea 
•eetot luck with your LSAT'a-I know you'll 
do great. Love. Little Levy  
Buy your KKOIZBT Greek Olympiad Buttons 
9-1 Union Oval, Thursday and Friday. "WM 
you aunrtve the KKOJZBT Greek Olympiad?'' 
Caribbean Crush 
Caribbean Crush 
Caribbean Crush 
FALL INTO GREEK WEEK '151 
Time. Oct I - EXCHANGE DINNER 
Wad. Oct. 2 - BANNER CONTEST-FACULTY 
RECEPTION 
PLEDGE DAY 
Thura. Oct I - QREEK REVIEW 
Frl. OCL 4 - NEVER AGAIN 
Bet Oct. I - KKOIZBT QREEK GAMES 
FIRST IMPRESSION EYEWEAR 
PRESENTATrON^JEIwONSTPlATION 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR SKIERS 
8:00. 070 Overman, tonight 
 BQSU SKI CLUB  
From yeeterdey'a paper, the original nickname 
tor BO athletic teams wee C Normals Watch 
tor more Trivia Teasers next waekl 
From yeaterday's paper, the CkjeoYangie that 
was buB In the tormer site ol a city dump la A. 
Harahman What was the original nickname lor 
BG attest* teams? 
A Teachers B Falcone 
C Normals D Beat 
Look tor the anewor in tomorrow'e paperl 
Oats Cords $5 00 > SB 95 
Jeana N Thtnga. 631 Rkjge SI 
 Open tonight tl 8 00 p m  
Gemma Phi Seta 
Caribbean Crush Dele Party 
 Gamma Ph) Seta  
Gamma Phis 
Cray two days ta it's here 
Keep training, at the time draws nearl 
Hope you're going for the gold 
Cur' you cent be undaraoldl 
Your coaches. Jenny and Dan 
HAPPY 2let BIRTHDAY 
TO THE #1 ROMANIAN OF BQSU 
VIOLET BANCIOrU'' 
LOVE. M S M 
^M^M^sysff^^^T^^ V/Smltri 
■Will  BY (NCU. Irl NOT 5UR£ 
KrWCNAm  MILK* TO 60 
you DON'T \»ION& gun THAT: 
EXIST, RIGHT' 
fOK. OK1  JUST R* 
XTrC SAKE OF | l*GUr1tNT, 111 
ACCEfT YOUR 
WTOTVIKI5 
OH I KEEP roRGETTINO 
NOT TO DO THAT UITH A 
STRICT  LITERAUST.. 
fca$^    „AV^ViYiyV\MSETJT' 
OVHc 
The BG News" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60" per line, $1.80 minimum. 
50* extra per ad for bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or Incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately il there is an error in your ad. The news will not bt» 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address 
Phone # 
Social Security # or Account #_ 
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
Classification In which you wish your ad to appoar: 
       Campus A City Events*   
       Lost & Found   
       RkJos   
       Services Offered   
       Personals 
•Campus/CHy Event ads are pubaahed free of charge for one day for a nonprofit event or rrtajetlng only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Data* of Inetxllon 
Total number of days 
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mall) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BGSU 
Bowing Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2801 
—————■-— — — -»ae- s. 
HEY CALVIN AND TIM. THE TaVC'S DRAWING 
NEAR. IT8 THUR8DAY. AND SATURDAY 
SOON WILL BE HERE YOUR CLUES WILL BE 
WAITHQ AT VARIOUS SPOTS. WHO KNOWS. 
THEY MAY INCLUDE A FEW SHOTS SO KICK 
UP YOUR HEELS AND GET READY FOR FUN. 
AND BEFORE YOU KNOW IT. THIS HUNT 
WILL BE DONE 
LOVE. YOUR PHI MU DATES   LEWIS AND 
TOOTH  
HEY SECRET STAFF: 
You make ua laugh. 
Your notes ruet make our day. 
What we reety want to say • 
'Thanks" f BEACH BUM WAY.  
Hot Pretzels i 
Fresh Baked Cooklea 
 J.T.'e Carryout, 406 Tnunttm  
M FLAG FOOTBALL ENTRrES DUE WED , 
OCT. 9 BY 4:00 P.M. AT 108 REC CENTER 
PLAY BEGINS MON . OCT   14 FOR BOTH 
MEN AND WOMEN  
M FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY ENTRIES DUE 
THUR.. OCT. 10 BY 440 P.M. AT 108 REC 
CENTER PLAY BEGINS SUN , OCT. 13 
M MENS X COUNTRY ENTRIES DUE TUE . 
OCT 8 BY 4.00 P.M. AT 108 REC CENTER 
EVENT TAKES PLACE FRI , OCT  11 
MELISSA BOLEN 
CONGRATS ON OOILLI YOU'RE DOWQ A 
GREAT JOB WITH PLEDGING I'M SO PROUD 
YOU'RE AN ALPHA XII XI LOVE, LB8EY 
BtKKTaMLOl 
HEY FLA MANII ONLY I MOM DAY TILL 
WfRE TOQETHER-I LUV YOUt LAURA 
MaXE TREMPERT 
Are you "READY" kx Cartobean Crush Date 
Party? Gat excited, vrel have a BLAST 
Love, your outrageous Qarnma PN Dele 
i ya total am Ados 
MONICA etea - I need a ride 
to Lancaater MULROY 
HAPPY IBthBIRTHOAY 
HAVE A HEU ol a time! 
YOUR MAC ROOMIE 
 SUSAN KBOMI 
Whale thai I hear about freehv/aior sharks? 
Pay up Budl You > J'l 
Hey I'm soft A cuddly — wanna tool around?' 
I want you to know I love you more every day 
The Baal only gate banerf 
Special tlmee lorthcomlngl 
Can I grow old with you? 
I love you to oaaM 
Always I forever -Mra Feclane  
QREEK 
QREEK 
QREEK 
NEVER AGAIN 
STOP BY THE UNION OVAL AND 
SKIN THE PETITION AQABceT 
THE 21 TRANSITION BILL 
NEVER AGAIN 
JANET, SO GLAD THAT YOU DECIDED TO BE 
A VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDE FOR PREVIEW 
DAY ON OCT. 1tth. LAST YEAN CHRIS AND I 
HAD A LOT OF FUN AND GOT TO MEET A 
LOT OF NEW PEOPLE 
- CANT WAIT UNTIL THE lath. MARK 
PJs. DON'T FORGET THE TRAINING MEET- 
MQS ON OCT. t - 140 p.m., Ocl 10 - I 
p.m. M MoFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM, OR OCT. 
10th — S pan. IN 121 WEST HALL. DON'T 
WORRY JANET, YOU ONLY HAVE TO AT- 
TEND ONE MEETING  IN ORDER TO BE A 
VOLUNTEER QUH3E.  
JENNrFEH YOUNG- 
THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE I LOVE 
MY UTTLEII 
Alpha Gam Love a Mine. Ilalaai 
NEVER AGAIN 
RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
NEVER AGAIN 
JM SHAFFER 
YOU'RE RKJHT 
I'M PISSED 
John Backton. 
The Phi Mu Dale Psrty is coming up quick 
And you're the super guy I chose to pick' 
Get ready tor e great weekend — Quasa Who 
JUNE MAYER - You've bean the beat Rone s I 
love ya to death! Thanks lor everything' 
Love. Shaaay  
KAPPA DELTA COOKIE-QRAMS 
Sold Sept   23-Ocl  4 at your sorority house 
Sugar cookies decorated with the greek letters 
of your choice. Detvered Oct ? anywhere on 
oampua with your massage Al tor )uel Wll 
Karen. 
Tonights the night 
to make things right, 
attar al these years 
it's time the Beers 
era on Chip' 
Heppy Birthday Chip. 
Gat psyched to celebrate! 
Love. Barbara  
KELLY FLASCK 
CongratueBons on your Alpha Skj-AJpha  XI 
pinning to FUc' Love, the Alpha Xl's  
"On where. Oh where has my BUFF ALO-X 
roamed. T 
Katl.-7? 
Party proMeme? n you've had prorxeme with 
your partlee being broken up. or with other 
caaea Involving student rights and the city, the 
Student Rights Forum • lor YOU' CUV olltoele 
wB be on hand Monday. October 7, at 8 p.m. In 
the Grand BaJroorn. Sponsored by Undargrad- 
uete Student Government  
Phi Mu Parent's Day Chairmen. Brlgrrte end 
eaaafanla. Amanda and Krielen. you Ud a 
wonderful |obl A great time was had by M 
Thanks. Love, your Phi Mu sisters  
Phi Mu Pta Ctaee ol 84 
CongrMi aatlone  on being  awarded ' Hkjheel 
Pledge Class Grade Point Average" et achoi 
arahip deeeerta You earned m Great nbi 
Love, your PM Mu eaters  
Phi Uu Phix Upa. 
Beware ol a due 
From your special PN Mu  
Pizza, tootbej 8 the Dal pledgee' What a 
" Thanks 
.  l t eJ  A n kM 
GREAT way to spend a Monday 
lor a great tjma guys 
Love, *» Alpha Gam pledgee. 
PRETTY GIRL 
I HOPE YOU'RE PSYCHED FOR A GREAT 
COUPLE OF DAYS I KNOW IVE NEVER 
BEEN MORE READY TO SEE ANYONE 
BE PREPARED TO BE WINED. DINED AND 
SEVERELY SNUGGLED AS THE SUMMER 
FUNG CONTINUES  - SNEAKER 
Rob Taylor. 
There kt a "ally'' PN Mu 
That haa a "crush" on youl 
Who can she be?? 
KM APPLEGRATH. 
GOOD LUCK ON YOUR LSAT'a  WE KNOW 
YOU'LL DO GREAT 
LOVE, YOUR ALPHA QAM SISTERS  
Kftaty    Clements    —    Surprise ..Surprise1!! 
How'd you keep It a secret lor so long? You 
sneak! Concratutattona on your Gemma Phl-Phl 
Pal la,searing 
Oamme Ptn love and mine, Sue B.  
LIT Keren MMer 
You'll be my etna 
I'll be your big 
We'd here e super cool nunHy 
Can you rag? 
Lose, your AQO BkJ 
RUSH SKUaA NU LH' SMII 
 Totaght, TiltHMO ma.  
Ruth. Shelley, Karen, and Mo, 
Oat   super   payched   for   another   "out-ot- 
hand" weekend- Date party la only a week 
asray, I lava you pays lo death. 
Oantiaar Lotra, Use 
SAVE LOU - SAVE LOU HAPPY "21" PRO 
BOWLER! I KNOW YOU'VE BEEN WAITING 
TO ORDER VODKA I LEMONADE'S AT HOW- 
ARDS' THANKS FOR ALL OF YOUR HELP 
LAST WEEKEND. LOVE, MARY (HOPPY7) 
LHtia Karen OoHtz- 
Paddkt hunt Is only 1 days eaay. 
You may be surprised, but I hope you'i 
not disappointed. Qet exerted! 
Alpha Osm love and mine. 
Scott Myers. 
Tm a "ahy" Phi mu. 
I've got a crush on you 
Who can I be? 
QREEK WEEK R) HERE! 
QREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
QREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
L.K.- 
HAPPY teth nsATHOAYI 
I m so glad you are here! FUN TIMES «AI of my 
love FOREVER! 
-L.S. 
Sherry SMaz, 
Congrats on being choeen ea Ads Cnerrnan on 
the Mas BQSU atari Love, your Phi Mu enters 
Up Eps and Betel 
Whet a praat Greek weak ooatbol The Alpha 
Xl's are looking forward lo a super werm-up 
■Wl you tonlontl  
SIGMA NU UL SIS       SIGMA NU UL SIS 
RUSH 
Meat the Brothers and u Taste 
Torvght at 7.30 p.m. 
SIGMA NU US SIS      SIGMA NU UL SIS 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
tdiltd by Trudc Michel Jiff-r 
ACROSS 
i Fiat-bottomed 
cralt 
5 Eastern church 
title 
9 Sacred bull 
13  poorida 
14 Put on 
15 Broadway 
division 
16 Wnileiawol 
loufnahtm 
17 Seism 
19 CS* president 
21 Put to a test 
22    Got 
Sixpence 
23 Stretch 0t 
paved bank 
25 Like some 
journals 
29 Divergence 
31 Pinky or Peggy 
32 Make public 
33 Sauabbie 
36 Spheres 
38 Shaw s satire 
on war 
41 Lace or linen 
42 Minders. in law 
43 Zero 
44 Prompter s 
helpful word 
46 Soluble salt 
50 Chinook or 
grayling 
52 Arg neighbor 
54 Japanese com 
55 E«i 
H Dough raiser 
59 Certain convoy 
members 
63 Enlerlamer 
Lane 
64 Characteristic 
65 Elevator man 
66 Descendant 
67 50 percent 
60 Spruce 
69 Penmanship 
DOWN 
i Mean 
2 Split 
3 Biblical 
mountain 
4 Dry water 
course, in 
Atnca 
5 Slupety 
6 retreat 
7 Manilow 
8 Bohemian 
9 Keen 
10 Problem lor a 
sleepy princess 
ii Pen contents 
12 Discern 
16 Diamond 
maneuver 
16 Bunker Hill 
commander 
20 Racquet sport 
arena 
24 Minor 
26 Japanese script 
27 Counterclaim 
28 A long time 
Aobr 
30 Electrical 
measures 
31 Northern 
European 
34 Dagger 
35 Dental deg 
37 Siberian city 
36 Melody lor 
Miines 
39 Streemiet 
40 Rime 
41 Thoseeiecied 
45 Biblical 53 Courts. Roman 
preposition style 
47 Asian 56 Silk center on 
peninsula the Rhone 
48 Capital on the 56 To bis own 
Tagu* 59 Pastors deg 
49 DetermMie 60 Period 
51 Recurring idee 61  volatile 
52 GoMer Caivm 62 Concorde 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
L I s II A P 0 NH : H t 
d D 1 IMS c EH . A L u I A|MO. TFP k R L 
0 ! ■ R * 1  N . lfl n 1 
i. 1 N II    1 TO r i ■ 
i « H 1 S  II A R li A Sail IEIMICJ ■> 1) P 
A 
A III 
1   II 
S I N?M i 0 f 1 0 L lm ' > s 1 ]"l l IL El loruv £ S 1 
LHJLJIIU    IJL'JLJU 
A N > DIE MW ■ i tan 1 b L , 
1) 1 Hlr*" torn i A 1 1 0 D 1 MH I ER| 
aJS- ^  * 0 f ' ■   ' 1 ;* » 
■ ■ m> ■     ■ 1 pi  ■" ■ 
h                                                    eaal 
H"  1                                 BBBT   rM 
Bfffir 
■lit                           v- pi| 
sasL 1 ■■"   1                   ■" 
traui Axe** txw* ir«ew» 
SKI ASPEN WTH SKI CLUB 
tonight, 6:00. 070 Overman 
ITFrt (MR. AUGUST) 'AIMER 
CMy three more days ■ date party. 
And I mveeH can't warn 
I know da raght wl be (Bed with fun. 
With you. m neve the beet dale! 
Your Oamme Phi Date 
"Sweetest Day Oat Away" raffle to Chicago A 
weekend ol tun 1 excitement Oct 18 A 19 
Sponsored by Asaoc lor Career Women In BA 
H  
The AQO pledgee would axe lo wan good luck 
lo our Greek Qoooeae cencMele Linda Jones' 
The Cartatean Crush le the piece to Del 
WWi the Oenmta Phi's kiat weH end seel 
Oel Boyched lor s wHd night 
i Phl'e wM do H up rtajntl 
The KKuVZST Oreek ONrapled Is drawing 
near. W roe aanNeT7TITTT  
The aaaaaa PM EoeHon Fall Pledge Class 
Announces their newty elected officers 
Preatrjant — Bran Chambers. Secretary — 
MMt Bank Treasurer — John Ingksdeld. 
Social Cnakmen - Todd Sropo; Skit 
Crakman - Pal Barrel; Haunted House 
CheVmen - Chrta Brooks 
'''IBliAURBJ"' 
Congratulattona on your elecllon to Kappa 
•soraa Executive Council. No more loading. 
tor T.C new thai he la on E.C.  
To Kappa Sfga. Eric. Turk, Erie, and Oenny 
Oerts Nei and Joe. Pi Kapp Mark and G 0.1. rac: 
The PN Mu Phot Up le underway Get payched 
tor a greet erne Love - your PM Mu datos 
TO KIRBY'S Qw«LF"»ENO OF PAST YEAR: 
Oat • due... you are loo beeuOM lor ma trtcksl 
omoe 
To my big Connie. 
Have the beat birthday evarl 
You're the greeteel Love ya, Kathleen 
TO OUR ZBT CRUSHES, MIKE C , JOE, TOM 
ANO MIKEB.: 
ONLY 2 MORE DAYS UNTIL THE DAY 
WHEN GAMMA PHT8 WILL COME   YOUR 
WAY.  WE'LL  DHsNK.  DANCE.  AND   HAVE 
LOTS OF FUN WITH US, ZBTS ARE #1M 
LOVE, YOUR GAMMA PHI CRUSHES 
To the Pony. 
It you can't kike with your friends, who can you 
loka atrh. Sorry you rJdn't feel the same I didn't 
mean »thai way Use  
TO THE XI'S ON WOOSTER 
WE'VE MAD OUR UPS » DOWNS 
BUT MOSTLY ITS BEEN GREAT 
JUST WANTEO TO SAY. 
I'M SO QLAD I LIVE WITH "XI t" 
LOVE, The) «J\J».  
WEEK I5I 
WEEK 15.1 
WEEK Ml 
QREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
QREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
QREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
LSAT * MCAT ' GMAT ' ORE 
NTE • CPA REVIEW • NCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER 
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
1419)538-3701 TOLEDO 
FOR SALE 
11*0 Chevy Citation 
Altar 5:00 p m weekdays 
Cal 372-5300 or 372-2887 
Ask tor Lee 
MALE DANCER, weang by the phone lo hear 
from you. I want to dance lor your party. 
Birthday, or smea-group gathering Invas Mai 
For more Wo cal 372-1084 
S REWARDS 
For return of 18 Inch gold chain 
Loaf 3rd week ol school 
3548509 
P1JVNNED PARENTHOOD 
OFNWOteO 
920 N  Mem St . BG 
CorrrVJenrJeL'personel care 
Special Hales BGSU students 
Convenient Appointments 
354-3640 
Airyo attending a Parly on Sept. 21. IBM 
at S11 N. Prospect and witnessing the ao- 
rjone of the Ponce et 11:30 pjn. towards the 
Heat M the Party. Pleeeo ca" 354-2»ot and 
FOR SALE: 78 PINTO-FORD. NEEDS ENGINE 
WORK MAKE OFFER 353 9302 
WANTED 
•ded to share specious 
snt Own bedroom and 
bat* included lor |usl »1S57month plus UDH- 
tlea, Pleeee leeve a message In my O.C.M.B. 
(taOl and I WW OM AS.A.P. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUB- 
LEASE APARTMENT NOW AND/OR SPRING 
SEMESTERI CALL SANDY 353-2308 
Warned: Female roommate for nice apartment 
on Fnaae Ave Good price Cal 353-0409 
HELP WANTED 
Frteoh'aS Max and E Wooetor needs cooks* 
buflet people for el shifts Apply between 8 10 
tnt. or 3-6 p.m.   
FOR SALE 
Next to New Shop hat suits, coal*, atocks 1 
wane shins, aweatert. « btoueaa for everyone. 
aawarea. leweky Toes 10-4. Frl. 1-7. St. 
Are School 
Hurra Uesd  Furniture   Rudolph   888-3251 
Open 8-8 Mondey-Fnday 
Gyrnpac DP 1500 weight mechme Extra 
weights t accessories included Great condt 
Bon  H 50 or beat otter 384-8482.  
ATTENTION VflNOSURFERS 
3 ohort boards tor aele. 1 custom Itieiutatt. 2 
rjrorjucaon boarde. wtm or without not. Mutt 
ate. From S2»0 Cal Bred at 353-4286 
1B78 laattta GLC Sport Greet ehepel S1 ,»75. 
Cal 3631882 aftor 2 pm  
FOR SALE BQSU WATCHES DtGITAL. 
STAINLESS STEEL BACKS AND TWtSTOFLEX 
BANDS. ONLY $6 00 CALL 353-1411. 
K10O0 36 mm camera with 60 mm 
km*. Rash, and protective can. 1100: Excel 
kar Dekixe dorm-alze relnYjanalof. 
used only one aamssNi, $76 Cat 362-7621. 
nno 
$1B0 - Lees then ana year old. Contact Jon 
Sporty 78 Chavy Morua. 6 apead, hetchbeck 
8700 or peat onar. 362 2486 alter 4 p m 
1974 Comet, good condtJon 
make any otter 
362-2322, evening 
'73 Chrysler Newport, nrea. Intern, body, vary 
good oonrjBon. 85.000 matt Rebut* trana. 
rratalon Cal arlar 5 p.m.. 352-0688. 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apartment tor rant, plenty ol room. 
Please cal 354-3633 for Irttonraaton 
apertment   $147.65/month.    816 
teat OH 362-6820 tor rntofflatton 
